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Disclaimer: This document is intended to provide guidance to the families of Gray Academy of Jewish Education for
the re-opening of school in the Fall of 2020. Information and guidance contained herein does not constitute
medical or legal advice with regards to any processes, procedures, guidance or requirements documented in this
framework.
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Friday, August 21, 2020
Dear Gray Academy Families:
On the heels of a most unusual and challenging school year, members of our leadership team, faculty,
staff and board, have spent the summer developing, evaluating and revising plans that will allow us to
return to in-class learning safely for the 2020-2021 school year. The protocols in this document are
based on the guidelines outlined in the Province of Manitoba’s Restoring Safe Schools Guidelines (July
30, 2020), School Settings Practice Guidance and Protocols (August 13, 2020) and recent provincial
Public Health updates. Our protocols are also framed by Gray Academy of Jewish Education’s Mission,
Vision, Values and Commitments for our entire school community.
We are thrilled to be able to welcome students back to our building, with small classes and ample space
to work with. That said, we all recognize this coming school year will not be “business as usual.” Almost
every routine and process at school will change. Success will hinge on collaboration and cooperation
among students, staff, faculty, administration and parents.
This document outlines our plans for a safe return to school, along with our full commitment to creating
an environment that reduces the risk of COVID-19 transmission. Recognizing there is no environment
that reduces the risk to zero, the plan for Gray Academy’s reopening seeks to mitigate the risk as much
as is reasonable and relies on our entire school community adhering to provincial Public Health
Guidelines and the protocols Gray Academy has put in place. This responsibility is incumbent upon each
of us and highlights our commitment to community and caring for one another, a core value of our Gray
Academy identity.
The pandemic landscape continues to evolve. We understand and are prepared to be flexible and
adaptable to respond to any changes that may be put forth by the Province of Manitoba through the
Department of Education, as advised by Public Health. The protocols outlined herein reflect what we
know as of August 21, 2020. Gray Academy’s framework for reopening is a living document that is
housed on our website. When a change or update is made, families will be notified, and changes will
be highlighted clearly in the document.
Over the coming weeks, you will be provided with further information and details on specific protocols,
as needed. This will include virtual back-to-school orientation sessions for families prior to the first day
of school, as well as a request for written confirmation from each family that they have read,
understood and agree to follow the protocols set out for our school community.
Our work over the coming weeks will be focused on the full implementation of these protocols and
ensuring our building is ready for your children. Thank you in advance for your patience, support,
partnership and cooperation in helping to provide a meaningful, safe and productive year for all our
students and staff.

Sincerely,
Lori Binder
Head of School and CEO
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Summary of Updates
September 4, 2020
Manitoba’s Pandemic Response System
•

Overview of Manitoba’s Pandemic Response System and the four response levels.

Commitment to Routines and Protocols
•

Parent Verification and Attestation document noted and included in the Appendix.

In the Event of a Positive Test
•

Overview of provincial response management for K-12 schools included as a graphic.

Addressing the Needs of All Families
•

Instructions to contact the Principal with any unmet needs through the new drop-off
and pick-up routines.

Carpools
•

Provincial advice for carpools included.

Walking or Biking
•

Entrances to use if walking or biking.

Leaving Early/Arriving Late for a Scheduled Appointment
•

Instructions to follow for late arrivals or leaving early.

Program on AJCC After School Hours Pick-Up Routine
•

Instructions to follow when a student has a regularly scheduled program on the AJCC at
4 p.m. or earlier.

Schmoozers
•

Update of Schmoozers slow reopening on September 8 and further details will protocols
to follow.

Phys-Ed Days
•

Phys-Ed days updated by grade.

Technology
•

Digital platforms used to support learning and communication from JK-Grade 12
included.
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Understanding Cohorts
•

Explanation of Cohorts included.

Mask Use
•

Protocols for putting on and removing masks highlighted and links to educational videos
on masks added.

Appendix
•

Additions to Appendix – letters to families from August 21, September 1, Verification
and Attestation document, videos from Parent Orientation (September 1) and Provincial
Screening Questions used by Healthlinks.

References
•

Additions to References – Provincial links to Pandemic Response System, Restoring Safe
Schools Document (August 24, 2020) and provincial Prepare and Prevent COVID-19
resource.

September 25, 2020
Manitoba’s Pandemic Response System
•

Update that Manitoba’s Pandemic Response System may also be used to note changes
to individual sectors only. The province will specify if schools are included.

Commitment to Routines and Protocols
•

Education provided to High School students to introduce them to the Framework for
Health and Safety through educational sessions.

Pick up for High School Students (with no elementary siblings)
•

Families welcome to sign up for a reserved spot in the AJCC parking lot along the
wooden fence adjacent to Willow Avenue. Students called at the end of the day to exit
the high school and meet their parents at their vehicle in the lot.

Pick up Times for Early Dismissal
•

Pick up times for 2:30 and 2:15 Dismissals noted by Zone.

Leaving Early/Arriving Late for a Scheduled Appointment
•

Instructions updated for students who need to leave early.

Lunch
•

Instructions for Schmoozers contactless delivery added.
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Supervision Program Pick-Up
•

Instructions updated for student pick-up from Supervision program.

Musical
•

Update for Musical participation this school year.

Appendix
•

Addition to the Appendix - letters to families from September 4 and September 18.

October 26, 2020
Updates
•

New section with a summary of updates by date of publication.

Provincial Response Levels
•

Update to provincial protocols for Orange response level in schools.

Staying Home When Sick and Other Factors
•

Reminder of Health Screening protocol that individuals must stay home if an individual
in the household is awaiting a COVID test result.

Leaving Early/Arriving Late for a Scheduled Appointment
•

High School students to sign out in the 2nd floor rotunda when leaving early for an
appointment (after parent has notified the office of arrival for pick-up).

Physical Distancing
•

During Orange provincial response level - use of additional spaces for high school
students to ensure 2 meters (6 feet) to the greatest extent possible.

Mask Use
•

When Public Health moves schools to orange, all staff must wear medical-grade
disposable masks provided by the province while indoors.

Musical
•

Update to protocols when schools are in Orange response level.

Support for Learning While Away
•

Protocols are being developed (based on age and potential duration of absence) to
support learners who are away. Details will be sent home in early November.

Appendix
•

Addition to the Appendix - letters to families from September 25, October 16 and
October 22 and Gray Academy’s Health Screening Questions.
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October 30, 2020
In the Event of a Positive Test
•

Addition of infographic to outline COVID-19 communication process in the event of a
positive connected to school.

Recess
•

Students in Grades 4-6 will wear masks during recess.

Phys-Ed Class
•

Students in Grades 4 and up will wear masks during Phys-Ed class.

Mask Use
•
•

Reusable masks provided by the province have been distributed to students in Grades 112 to add to their collection.
Masks will be worn by students in Grades 4 and up for recess and Phys-ed.

Appendix O - Letter to Families - October 26, 2020
Appendix P – 30 Days in 30 Minutes Gray Parent Café Video – October 29, 2020

November 3, 2020
Staying Home When Sick and Other Factors
•

Reflecting the new Public Health order from November 2, 2020, a student must stay
home if any one in the household is symptomatic and provincial self-isolation protocols
and COVID testing protocols guide next steps.

Recess
•

Students in Grades 3 will also wear masks (now Grades 3-6) during recess to ensure the
consistency for the Grade 3/4 cohort during recess.

Gray Academy Health Screening Questions
•

New question added to reflect Public Health order (November 2, 2020) re staying at
home if anyone in the household is symptomatic.

Appendix Q - Letters to Families - October 30, 2020
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November 26, 2020
Understanding Critical (Red) Pandemic Response
•

An overview of the Province’s Critical (Red) Response level and associated public health
measures for schools.

Support for Learning While at Home
•

Protocols for at-home access to learning when a student is unable to be in school due to
a failed health screening.

Appendix R - Letters to Families – November 3, 2020
•

Change to daily health screening to include if a member of the household is
symptomatic.

Appendix S - Letter to Families – November 6, 2020
•

Definition of Critical Service workers and form required for families who require in
school supervision should there be a shift to a critical (red) pandemic response.

Appendix T - Letter to Families – November 9, 2020
• Three additional Professional Development days announced by the Minister of
Education on November 9.

Appendix U - Letter to Families – November 10, 2020
• Schools remain Orange and Manitoba shifts to red.

December 16, 2020
Return to School After Winter Break
Appendix V – Letter to Families – November 27, 2020
• Updates to the Health and Safety Framework and details for students learning while at
home.

Appendix W – Letter to Families – December 1, 2020- New
• Pandemic response update: schools remain at Orange and continued preparations
should there be a change to critical red response for schools.

Appendix X – Letter to Families – December 2, 2020- New
• Details for after winter break beginning on January 4. JK-Grade 6 return to classes and
schools remain in Orange pandemic response level (parents can choose temporary
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remote for two weeks for K-Gr. 6 students) and Gr. 7-12 students learning remotely and
return to school on January 18.

Appendix Y – Letter to Families – December 9, 2020- New
• Details for JK-Grade 6 return to school on January 4 and response needed for students
in K-Grade 6.

April 5, 2021
In the Event of a Positive VOC Test
•

Additional guidelines will be directed by Public Health should a positive COVID-19 case
be connected to the school and identified as a VOC (variant of concern).

Testing and Isolation Requirements for Individuals Identified as a Close Contact to
a COVID-19 case (including VOC’s)
•

Guidelines for testing and isolation for individuals identified as a close contact to a
COVID-19 case including details for a COVID-19 incident identified as a variant of
concern.
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Introduction
This document provides Gray Academy of Jewish Education staff and families with important
information pertaining to the reopening of our school, as part of Manitoba’s Restoring Safe
Services Welcoming Our Students Back: Restoring Safe Schools K-12 Guidelines for September
2020. The information contained herein is valid as of the date of publication (Updated
November 27, 2020). As the situation with COVID-19 continues to evolve, this information
will be amended and/or revised as needed. Families will be alerted to all changes, as they are
implemented.
The mental health, physical health and safety of our entire school community has always been
our priority. We are excited to invite staff and students back to their “home away from home.”
The plan for return to school in September has been shared with Manitoba Education, and all
protocols are designed to ensure families, staff and students feel safe and supported.
When students and staff return to school, they will be oriented and receive training on all
protocols using age appropriate methodologies. Our parents are essential partners in following
the day-to-day guidelines in place for our entire school community.
The information in this document includes an overview of the guidelines and protocols that are
in place at Gray Academy, in keeping with Manitoba’s Chief Public Health Officer, Manitoba
Health, and Manitoba Education.
The guidelines set forth in this document are an addendum to the Gray Academy Family
Handbook and the Winnipeg Board of Jewish Education’s Policy Manual. Both documents are
available in the “For Families” portal at grayacademy.ca (login required).
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Reopening School
Manitoba’s Restoring Safe Schools
On July 30, 2020 the Government of Manitoba published Welcoming our Students Back:
Restoring Safe Schools: K-12 Guidelines for September 2020. The Province followed up with its
August 13, 2020 document COVID-19 K-12 School Settings Practice Guidelines and Protocols
and COVID-19 K–12 School Settings Practice Guidance and Protocols on August 23.
These documents, along with continuous updates, provide both public and independent
schools in Manitoba with the policies and public health direction approved by the Chief
Provincial Public Health Officer of Manitoba to reopen schools while minimizing the risk of
transmission.

Provincial Response Levels
In-class learning will begin in September 2020 for all students in Manitoba. Gray Academy has
prepared its plan around Manitoba’s three Response Levels. Level 1: In-class learning; Level 2:
Additional Restrictions and Level 3: Remote learning (With Exceptions).
School will open in September based on Response Level 1, with in-class learning.
Level 1 (YELLOW RESPONSE LEVEL) – September 2020 (In-Class Learning)
All students from JK to Grade 12 will be in school daily for in-class learning.
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Physical distancing measures will include:
• the use of cohorts from JK to Grade 12 (see below for more information
on cohorts);
• Early Years (JK and K) will be its own cohort in the early year’s wing with
its own entrance/exit and 1.5+ metres of space for a variety of learning
settings;
• 2 metres of space between students in Grades 1-6 in their classrooms;
• a minimum of 1.5+ metres between students in Grades 7-12 in their
classrooms.
Gray Academy’s full course compliment will be running, with adaptations as needed.
Understanding Response Level 2 and Level 3
Manitoba Education and Public Health will determine any possible change in response levels
based on the risk of transmission specific to the Winnipeg Health region. As outlined in
Restoring Safe Schools, the core components of Level 2 and Level 3 are as follows:
Level 2 (ORANGE RESPONSE LEVEL) – Additional Restrictions (In-Class and Remote If
Necessary)
Schools must ensure two meters of physical distancing to the greatest extent possible
and adjust classroom space, as necessary. Other spaces within schools must be
repurposed to accommodate more distancing.
Teachers and staff who move across cohorts of students, including substitute teachers,
are required to wear medical masks. Medical-grade disposable masks have been issued to
all schools. N95 masks are not required.
Indoor choir and the use of wind instruments are not permitted.
All field trips must be postponed or cancelled.
All other public health measures are still in effect.
Level 3 (RED RESPONSE LEVEL) – Remote Learning (With Exceptions)
Remote learning in place through Gray Away for all students in JK to Grade 12.
Schools are closed to the public except for children of critical workers, as determined by
the province.
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Manitoba’s Pandemic Response System
The province introduced its Pandemic Response System to indicate the level of risk of COVID-19
and the public health guidelines in place to reduce its spread. The four colour-coded levels are
described below with the correlating Manitoba Education Provincial Response Levels for
schools (as described above) noted beside the corresponding level. The response system will
be used provincially and may also be applied regionally or to specific communities, sectors or
facilities. There may be times the province may move to a different level for specific sectors only. The table
below guides our response when the province notes schools are included in the specific response level.

Response Level 3
Response Level 2
Modified Oct. 26

Response Level 1
Level for Sept. 2020

Understanding Critical (Red) Response – New
In the event of a Critical (Red) response, additional public health measures will be required in
schools to reduce the risk of COVID-19 transmission in schools. A critical response means that
public health has determined that extensive community transmission of COVID-19 is occurring
and is not contained.
It is unlikely that schools will experience a Critical (Red) response similar to the spring of 2020,
where all schools were closed across Manitoba at the same time for a period of months. A
Critical (Red) response may be broad or very localized to a school.
•
•
•
•

Students are required to move into teacher-led remote learning (Gray Away) - Click here
for the full details on Gray Away, our remote plan for learning.
Schools are closed to students, except for Kindergarten to Grade 6 students who are
children of critical services workers (CSWs) who cannot make alternative care
arrangements – parents were asked to complete a form by Nov. 10 (see Appendix S)
Schools will strive for equity for all remote learners, whether they are receiving supports
in school or at home
JK will operate under the protocols for Critical (Red) Response for Childcare Centres with
a reduced capacity to prioritize children of Critical Service Workers
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Critical Service Worker Definition
In a Critical (Red) response level, schools will endeavour to accommodate Kindergarten to
Grade 6 children of CSWs who cannot make alternative care arrangements. Priority access will
be given to health care providers. Other CSWs will be eligible and prioritized by schools as
follows:
Tier One:
• Health/Health Services • Kindergarten to Grade 12 Education Providers (all teachers,
administrators, and support staff) • Child Care Workers • Law Enforcement •
Corrections Workers • Fire and Paramedic First Responders • Direct Social Services and Child
Protection Workers
Tier Two: Additional critical services workers may include people who provide critical services to
Manitobans, such as front-line natural resource workers, essential supply chain staff (e.g., truck
drivers delivering food, medications and other essential goods; food industry staff working in
food processing plants, etc.) gas station attendants, and grocery store staff.

Spaces in Our School
We are fortunate at Gray Academy to have small class sizes and ample space. Starting in June,
we measured (and re-measured!) every classroom and shared space to determine exactly how
to configure desks, classrooms, cohorts and almost every protocol for the 2020-2021 school
year.
This has allowed us to:
• open our Early Years program with space of 1.5+ metres between students, in
a variety of learning configurations since our youngest students are not at desks
all day;
• open our elementary school (Gr. 1-6) with 2 metres between students in their
designated classrooms (cohorts will still be used for added protection);
• have all students outdoors for recess with adequate space between cohorts;
• open our high school (Gr. 7-12) for five full days of in-class learning, with a
minimum of 1.5+ metres between students and utilizing cohorts.

Return to School After Winter Break
On December 2 the province announced that after winter break (beginning January 4, 2021)
students in elementary will return to school (with a choice for K-Gr. 6 to learn from home
for 2 weeks) and high school students will shift to remote learning for two weeks. Schools
remain in pandemic response Orange during this time and all students will be back in the
school on January 18. For more details refer to Appendix X on page 105.
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Guiding Principles
The following principles guide this framework for Gray Academy’s reopening.

Health and Safety
We have a responsibility for the health and safety of our students, faculty, staff, families and for
the broader community. As such, the policies, guidelines and directives of Manitoba Health and
Manitoba Education continue to inform Gray Academy’s operations and protocols. The overall
goal is to keep the Gray Academy community safe and healthy within reason, given the
circumstances, and to minimize risk to the best of our ability during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Mental Health and Wellness
Mental health and wellness are always at the core of how we care for our students and staff at
Gray Academy. Supporting the transition back to school is a priority and will include a
collaborative approach among teachers, Gray Academy’s Student Support Services team and
members of the provincial Child Support Services team. We will continue to monitor, support
and address the emotional and social needs of our students whether they are learning in class
or remotely.

Adaptability and Flexibility
Flexibility and change are to be expected. As circumstances evolve, we are prepared to respond
quickly to changing conditions and to adapt. As such, the plans and details outlined in this
document are subject to change as the situation evolves and as we implement any new and/or
revised requirements and guidelines issued by Manitoba Education and Manitoba Health.

Family-School Partnership
The family-school partnership is essential to the health and well-being of your child(ren) and
the entire school community at all times but even more so this year. The following protocols
rely upon daily collaboration among students, staff, teachers, administrators and families.

Daily Health Screening
Parents/guardians must monitor their child(ren)’s health each morning before bringing them to
school. Any child with COVID-19-related symptoms must be kept at home. Gray Academy will
be using a digital screening app. This will allow staff members and families to complete the
screening process in less than 30 seconds each morning.
Use this link from the province for an up-to-date list of COVID-19-related symptoms.
Use the province’s Self-Assessment tool to check if your child should be tested for COVID-19,
or call Health Links at 204-788-8200 or 1-888-315-9257 if you need more information.
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Manitoba’s COVID-19 screening questions can be found in Appendix H of this document and
Gray Academy’s Health screening questions can be found in Appendix N.
If any child develops symptoms at school during the school day, the child will be isolated and
cared for by a staff member. A parent/guardian will be contacted and required to pick the child
up from school immediately. Siblings of a student going home with COVID-related symptoms
will also have to be picked up from school when public health orders require members of
household to stay home when another member is symptomatic.

Commitment to Routines and Protocols
Given the seriousness of the circumstances we are facing this year, we will require all families
to confirm, in writing, that they have read, understand and agree to adhere to the routines
and protocols for Gray Academy’s 2020-2021 school year prior to the start of school. Please
read through this document in its entirety, in addition to all future communications shared with
you.
Parents/Guardians
At least one parent/guardian from each student household must verify they have read,
understood and agree to follow the protocols set out for our school community. Please note
that any child who does not have this form signed and submitted by at least one
parent/guardian will not be admitted to school. See Appendix E for the Verification and
Attestation document.
High School Students
As an additional layer of education, each high school student has had an opportunity to be
introduced to the Framework for Reopening document through grade-level education sessions.
Each student in Grades 7-12 will be asked to verify they have read, understood and agree to the
protocols set out for our school community. This will take place in school with the support of
teachers.
We will do our best not to overwhelm families with communication while also ensuring that all
families have the information needed to be essential partners in a healthy and safe return to
school.

What Parents Can Do Now
•
•
•
•

Begin to talk with your child(ren) about returning to school and some of the new
routines they will experience.
Be prepared to talk openly about COVID-19 in age-appropriate ways. Resources are
provided at the end of this document.
Practice physical distancing with your child(ren).
Purchase masks for your children so they have enough for each school day. Practice
wearing them to develop comfort and understanding. Masks are provincially mandated
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•
•

for staff and students in Grades 4-12 when physical distancing of 2 metres or more is
not possible. (See more details on our mask protocol below).
Prepare for those times when your child(ren) may need to be at home because of
COVID-19-related symptoms or other illness.
Put reliable plans in place for immediate pick up of children should they become ill at
school.

Addressing Health Concerns
Screening
Daily screening for symptoms is critical to identify any potential cases of COVID-19 as quickly as
possible and to mitigate exposure to others. If you are unsure whether your child needs to be
tested and/or self-isolate, refer to the provincial COVID-19 Screening Tool. Those with
symptoms of COVID-19, as indicated by the screening tool, by Health Links or by a physician,
must be tested and must self-isolate until negative test results are confirmed by Public Health.
To help minimize the risk of exposure and transmission, a daily pre-screening must be
completed each morning by staff and by parents on behalf of their children through the digital
screening tool in place at www.grayacademy.ca . Anyone with symptoms will be excluded from
coming to school. Symptoms may include any of the following and families should use this link
for an up to date list of symptoms.
• Cough
• Headache
• Fevers/chills
• Muscle aches
• Sore throat/hoarse voice
• Shortness of breath/breathing difficulties
• Loss of taste or smell
• Vomiting or diarrhea for more than 24 hours
• Runny nose
• Fatigue
• Nausea or loss of appetite
• Conjunctivitis (pink eye)
• Skin rash of unknown cause
•
Parents, Visitors and Guests by Appointment Only:
The school building will be closed to all visitors, including parents. Access to the school building
will be permitted by appointment only. A digital screening tool, available on the school’s
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website, must be completed no earlier than the morning of an individual’s scheduled
appointment. There will be no exceptions. Masks must be worn when entering the school.

Staying Home When Sick and Other Factors
Students and staff may not come into the school if they:
• feel sick;
• are experiencing symptoms suggestive of COVID-19 using these up to date list of
symptoms;
• have travelled outside of Manitoba in the previous 14 days (outside of areas excluded by
Public Health orders);
• have been in close contact with a confirmed COVID-19 case;
• are awaiting a COVID-19 test result or someone in the household is awaiting a COVID-19
test result.
Staying Home When Anyone in the Household is Symptomatic
Reflecting the new Public Health order from November 2, 2020, a student must stay home if
any one in the household is symptomatic and provincial self-isolation protocols and COVID
testing protocols guide next steps.

When to Return to School
Provincial Public Health guidelines inform when an individual can return to school:
• following unrelated COVID-19 illness/symptoms – after symptoms resolve;
• following a negative COVID-19 test – 24 hours after symptoms resolve;
• if an individual tests positive for COVID-19 – only when Public Health advises it is safe
for the individual and the school community to return.

Chronic Allergies/Asthma
Many students and adults suffer from known conditions with symptoms that may present like
those of COVID-19. We do not want any student to be stigmatized for a normally occurring
runny nose or cough. A student who exhibits symptoms due to a known medical condition such
as asthma or allergies must provide the school with a note from a physician to differentiate
from those symptoms that require a student to stay home from school.

Notifying the School of an Absence
For safety and security reasons, parents must notify the school by calling 204-477-7410 (press
1) any time your child will not be in attendance at school, whether due to an appointment,
illness, etc. If your child or a member of your household has been required to have a COVID-19
test, we ask you to reach out privately to your child’s principal by email or phone to let her
know.
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Joyce Kerr – jkerr@grayacademy.ca or 204-477-7409
Tracy White – twhite@grayacademy.ca or 204-477-7472

In the Event of a Positive Test
Any incident of COVID-19 in a school will result in immediate contact by Public Health with
instructions. This may include informing the school whether a student and/or cohort must selfisolate; if any individual(s) need to be tested and when a student may return safely to school.
All steps will be guided by Public Health.

In the Event of a Positive Variant of Concern Test - New
Any incident of COVID-19 identified as a variant of concern in a school will result in immediate
contact by Public Health with additional instructions related to identifying close contacts as
well as testing and isolation protocols specific to a positive COVID-19 case identified as a
variant of concern.
All steps will be guided by Public Health.

Testing and Isolation Requirements for Individuals Identified as a
Close Contact to a COVID-19 case (including variants of concern) – New
Individuals Identified by Public Health as a Close contact of an individual with COVID-19:
•
•

•

recommended to go for testing 10 days after their last exposure to the case
regardless of whether the close contact tests negative, they must complete their 14 days of selfisolation (quarantine). However, household members of the close contact can end their selfisolation (quarantine) when the close contact tests negative, as long as the test has been done a
minimum of 7 days after the exposure.
If a close contact does not get tested for COVID-19, and the positive case is not a variant of
concern, the household members of that person must isolate until the close contact completes
the full 14 days of self-isolation (quarantine) and remains asymptomatic.

Individuals Identified by Public Health as a Close contact of an individual with COVID-19 identified as a
variant of concern:
•

•

if the close contact is linked to a variant of concern case and the close contact chooses not to be
tested, the close contact must self-isolate for 14 days, followed by an additional 10 days, for a
total of 24 days.
The rest of the household must also self-isolate for the entire 24 days.
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Reopening Plan Overview
The 2020-2021 school year will reopen for all students from JK to Grade 12 for full days of inclass learning 5-days a week.
Effective reopening will rely upon adherence to provincial guidelines, including:
• all classrooms configured for physical distancing of a minimum of 1.5+ metres, in some
cases 2 metres, between students;
• the use of student cohorts to limit exposure of one group to another, including at recess
times and the start and end of the school day;
• cohorts at Gray Academy have been organized by pairs of grades (JK/K; Grades 1/2;
Grades 3/4; Grade 5/6; Grades 7/8; Grades 9/10; Grades 11/12)
• limiting the movement of students in the building by having teachers move from
classroom to classroom in both elementary and high school instead of having students
move between rooms;
• staggered drop off and pick-up routines, with specific entrance and exit points for
cohorts to reduce congestion;
• routines to support physical distancing, hand hygiene, cleaning and sanitization;
• a staggered start to the school year to give each cohort a full day of orientation and
training on new routines and protocols.

Elementary School (JK-Grade 6)
•

The Early Years’ program will continue to focus on the importance of social and
emotional well-being, as well as physical well-being.

•

•
•

•
•
•

Students will remain in one classroom for learning throughout the day, including classes
with all specialists (Art, Music, French, STEAM and Library), with the exception of PhysEd, which will regularly take place in the Gym and, as often as possible, outdoors.
Specialist classrooms (i.e., Art Room, Music Room) will be used on a rotational basis to
ensure separation between cohorts and/or classes with physical distancing and cleaning
protocols in place.
Students will be part of a cohort for the purposes of entry/exit ways, movement in
hallways and recess (recess for JK and K will each remain separate from Grades 1-6 as
per regular school routines).
Students will go directly to their classroom when dropped off at designated times and
will go directly to your vehicle when picked up at the end of the day. Supervision will be
in place to support drop-off and pick-up protocols.
The play structure, hard-top area and field will only be used at recess times when
protocols are in place to separate cohorts in designated areas and with supervision.
The playground and play structures are closed to students both before and after
school, except for supervision programs.
After 5 p.m. and on weekends the play structure and playgrounds are available for use
at your own risk.
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•
•

Locker use for Grades 4 - 6 will be staggered to support physical distancing.
Elementary Cohorts:
o Junior Kindergarten and Kindergarten (separate early years’ entrance and exit)
o Grades 1 and 2 (far-left section of the elementary doors for entrance and exit)
o Grades 3 and 4 (far-right section of the elementary doors for entrance and exit)
o Grade 5 and 6 (entrance and exit via the staircase to the left of the main school
doors)

High School (Grade 7-12)
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Students will remain in classroom(s) for learning throughout the day on the floor
designated for their cohort and in the classrooms designated for their grade.
Student Cohorts:
Grades 7/8 (3rd floor of high school)
Grades 9/10 (2nd floor of high school)
Grades 11/12 (4th floor of high school)
Two classrooms will be dedicated for each grade on a cohort’s floor to allow for all
classes to take place.
Phys-Ed will take place in the Gym and as often as is possible, outdoors.
Science labs will be available to support lab work for science courses; the Art Room, Mac
Lab, Kitchen and MPR will be available for elective courses within grades and cohorts,
with physical distancing and cleaning protocols in place.
Each student will have a dedicated desk in each of the two classrooms dedicated to the
grade; students will sanitize their desk when they leave and when they start in a new
classroom using safe commercial sanitizing wipes provided by the school.
Locker use will be staggered to support physical distancing.
The high school schedule has been amended for the 2020-2021 school year to support
both in-school learning and a seamless transition should remote learning be needed.
Students will have a six-period day based on a six-day cycle. Each period will be 55
minutes in length.
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Routines
Start of the School Year
Faculty and Staff
The school year will begin on September 2, with three days of In-Service for all faculty and staff
members to prepare for the start of a new school year and to ready the classrooms for a safe
return for students.
Student Orientation and Training Days (Grades 1-12)
A staggered and gradual start for students is essential to a safe and healthy return to school.
Unlike previous years, when the first day of school for all students (Grades 1-12) took place on
the Wednesday following Labour Day and the Thursday for JK and K, we will be welcoming
Grades 1-12 students back with a full day of orientation and training by cohorts.
This change will ensure that we are able to care for the return of all students and orient them
to the new routines of school for each grade and cohort. Orientation and training days are
mandatory full days based on our regular school start and dismissal times. Families will be
asked to begin following our new drop-off and pick-up routines on these days. The school
supervision program will begin on Friday, September 11, the first full day of school for all
students.
Orientation Days:
Tuesday, September 8 – Grades 5/6 and Grades 7/8
Wednesday, September 9 – Grades 3/4 and Grades 9/10
Thursday, September 10 – Grades 1/2 and Grades 11/12
Early Years: Junior Kindergarten and Kindergarten Longer Orientation Visits
We will be continuing with the important Junior Kindergarten and Kindergarten meet-and-greet
visits for students and parents before the first day of classes. However, we have structured
these sessions to allow each family to spend more time with their child’s teachers and a virtual
Early Years’ orientation for parents will also support your child’s transition to the care of their
new teachers, classmates and school community. This extended time will give our youngest
students and their families an opportunity to be oriented to both regular and new routines.
Families will be sent additional information including instructions to sign up for a time slot on
one of three days (September 8, 9 or 10) and will be asked to complete Gray Academy’s digital
screening tool for the family no earlier than the morning of their scheduled time. The early
years’ door will now be used for the start and end of each day. Families will be asked to practice
this on the day they come for their scheduled visit.
First Day of School for all Students – Friday, September 11
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Calendar
An updated calendar will be sent to all families with the changes noted above and any other
minor adjustments that have been made. Changes to the calendar have been made to support
a safe and healthy return to school and may continue to evolve throughout the school year. We
thank you for your understanding.

Elementary Schedule
The elementary schedule has not changed from previous years. The day is divided into eight 40minute periods based on the six-day cycle. Each class’s schedule will be consistent for in-class
learning in both provincial Response Level 1 and Response Level 2 scenarios.
Should the Province move schools to Response Level 3, the pivot to remote learning in Gray
Away will mirror a student’s class schedule as much as possible, with adjustments to allow for
more breaks and movement needed for young children in a remote environment based on the
developmental stage of the grade.

High School Schedule
The high school schedule has been amended to support in-school learning and also for a
seamless transition should the Province move schools to remote learning for Response Level 2
and/or 3. Students will have a six-period day based on the six-day cycle. Each period will be 55
minutes in length.

Movement in School
To support physical distancing, the movement in school has been minimized by having teachers
move from class to class in both elementary and high school for the majority of learning. The
halls, stairwells and doorways in the school have been marked clearly with brightly coloured
directional signs and floor markers to support the flow of traffic. Some doorways students are
accustomed to using may be closed to limit student traffic.

Morning Drop-Off and Afternoon Pick-Up
From now on, our morning and afternoon routines will be very different from what families are
accustomed to. We require the cooperation (and patience!) of all families to make this process
work. Each family will be provided with two cards to place in their vehicles (dashboard or visor)
showing the family name and their pick-up zone. Each card will be colour coded for your zone
and must be visible during drop-off and pick-up.
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Drop-Off by Zones
The morning drop-off protocols have been designed to help with congestion of children in entry
ways and hallways, to help with the separation of cohorts and to ensure drop-off can be done
safely and efficiently without adults leaving their vehicle and/or entering the school building.
All students will be dropped off in the loop in front of the school (Abe and Fan Simkin Circle) in
specific Zones that will be marked clearly. For safety, all students must exit from the right side
of the vehicle only. We ask that families refrain from needing to remove items from the trunk
during drop off. Staff supervisors will be outside during drop-off, as parents will not be
permitted to park or come into the building.
Please note that there will be no access to the school via the interior glass doors of the AJCC.
These drop-off zones are the only way for students to be dropped off.
Should any parent need to enter the AJCC for any reason after dropping of their child(ren), they
must park in the AJCC parking lot and enter and exit through the main AJCC doors (on
Doncaster).
Every driver must be patient and aware of students and moving vehicles while going through
the drop-off process. During the drop-off routine, an AJCC security guard will be present to
manage vehicle traffic, in addition to school staff who will be guiding students to the
appropriate entries.
Know Your Zone
• If you have a child in high school only – you will always use ZONE A.
• If you have a child in high school and a child in grades 1-6 – you will always use ZONE A.
• If you only have a child in JK or K – you will always use Zone B.
• If you have a child in JK or K and children in any other grades – always use Zone B.
• If you only have a child in grades 1-6 – you will always use ZONE C.
Drop-off Zones and Designated Times
Zone A (in front of high school entrance) – Families with Children in High School (with or
without siblings in Gr. 1-6)
From 8:15 a.m.–8:40 a.m. - Families with children in high school
From 8:25 a.m.-8:40 a.m. – Families with children in both high school and Gr. 1-6
• High School students will enter through the high school entrance only
• Elementary siblings will walk down the sidewalk to the marked doorway for their
grade
Zone B (in front of early years entrance) – Families with Children in JK or K (with/without
siblings)
From 8:30 a.m.– 8:45 a.m. – Families with JK or K Students and Siblings
• JK and K students will enter through the early years’ entrance only
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•
•

Elementary siblings will walk down the sidewalk to the doorway for their grade
High school siblings will walk to the high school entrance

Zone C (along fence by field) – Families with Children Only in Elementary (Gr. 1-6)
From 8:25 a.m. – 8:40 a.m.
• Students will walk along the fence and enter the hard-top through the open gate
and walk down the hard-top to the marked doorway for their grade

Pick-up by Zones and Designated Times
The end of the school day has also been designed to reduce congestion in the hallways and
outside the school. Pick up times have been staggered and students will be picked up in specific
zones. Parents will not be permitted in the building to pick up children. Staff will be
supervising a safe dismissal from school. Elementary students (Grades 1-6) will be lined up in
designated school spots for their grade as they await pick-up.
3:20 – 3:30 p.m. JK/K with no siblings – Zone B
• A staff member will walk students outside and bring them to their appropriate
zone to await your arrival.
3:20 – 3:40 p.m. JK/K w/siblings – Zone B
• A staff member will walk JK & K students outside and bring them to their
appropriate zone to await your arrival.
• Siblings will listen to hear their family name over the intercom and will then
proceed to your vehicle through their designated door for their grade/cohort.
3:30 – 3:40 p.m. High School Students with no elementary siblings – ZONE A
• Students will listen to hear their family name over the intercom and will then
proceed to your vehicle through the designated high school door.
• Families who signed up for a reserved spot in the AJCC parking lot (families who
high school students only and no elementary siblings) along the wooden fence
adjacent to Willow Avenue are asked to turn right exiting the parking lot to help
with traffic flow. Students will be called to exit the high school doors and use the
cross walk to meet you at your vehicle at this time.
3:40 – 3:50 p.m. Elementary Students (Grades 1-6) – ZONE C
High School Students with elementary siblings – ZONE A
• Students will listen to hear their family name over the intercom and will then
proceed to your vehicle through the designated door.
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Pick-Up Times for Early Dismissal
ZONE
A
A
B
C

For Pick Up of:
High School Students Only
HS Students & Elementary Siblings
Early Years (JK/K) & Siblings
Elementary Students Only

2:30 Dismissal
2:20-2:30
2:30-2:40
2:15-2:30
2:30-2:45

2:15 Dismissal
2:05-2:25
2:15-2:25
2:00-2:15
2:15-2:30

Addressing the Needs of All Families
If your family’s situation has not been addressed in the pick-up and drop-off protocols, please
contact your child’s principal directly and they will be able to address your individual
circumstances. If you have a child in High School or in both High School and Elementary, please
contact Tracy White. If you have a child in Elementary School, please contact Joyce Kerr.

Carpools
The provincial advice for carpooling comes from Manitoba’s Transportation Advice and includes
the following to keep in mind if you choose to carpool.
• It is difficult to maintain physical distance in a vehicle
• If you carpool with someone outside of your household limit this to one
additional passenger who should sit in the back, side seat, with the window open
(if possible)
• Ensure proper hand hygiene and disinfect the vehicle regularly
• Place belongings in the trunk of the vehicle

Walking or Biking
For students who are biking or walking to school, please use the entrances/exits and times
noted above. For parents who may be walking to pick up their child(ren) at school, you must
wear a mask and meet your child at the appropriate zone listed above.

Leaving Early/Arriving Late for a Scheduled Appointment
There are times when a student may be arriving late or will need to be picked up early from
school due to a pre-scheduled appointment.
Arriving Late:
• Please notify the school in advance (grayacademy@grayacademy.ca or
call 204-477-7410) if your child will be arriving late.
• Drop them off at the main school entrance (closest to the play structure)
and watch them enter the school from your vehicle
• The student will be directed to check in at the office and then walk to
their classroom
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•
•
•

Elementary students (Grades 1-3) will use their regular route to their
classroom
Elementary students (Grades 4-6) will use the inside staircase to the 2nd
floor and students in grade 4 will turn left at the top of the stairs and
students in grades 5 & 6 will turn right to go to their classroom
High School students will walk towards the Art room and turn right
towards main street and enter the school through the inside high school
entrance

Leaving Early:
• Please notify the school in advance (grayacademy@grayacademy.ca or call
204-477-7410) if your child will need to leave early.
• Please call the office when you have arrived.
• High School students will exit through the high school doors and will sign out
in the 2nd floor rotunda before exiting.
• Elementary students will exit through their regular elementary exit and
security will walk them to the door and ensure they get to your vehicle.

Program on AJCC After School Hours Pick-Up Routine
Parents of children who have a scheduled program on the AJCC that begins at 4 p.m. or earlier
on a regular basis must contact the office (204-477-7410 or grayacademy@grayacademy.ca) to
give us your child(ren)’s name, day of program and time (4 p.m. or earlier). This will allow the
office to ensure the child(ren) goes to the glass doors for that day only. Parents must meet their
child on the AJCC-side of the glass door. For regular programs that take place from 4:15 p.m.
onwards, regular dismissal routines apply. If you have any further questions you may contact
the office.

Playground Hours
We know some families like to use the playground immediately before and after school. This
year the play structure, hard-top area and field will only be used at recess times when protocols
are in place to separate cohorts in designated areas and with supervision.
The playground and play structures are closed to students both before and after school,
except for supervision programs. After 5 p.m. and on weekends, the play structure and
playground are available for use at your own risk.

Appointments for Visitors
One of the biggest changes to get used to this year is that parents and all other guests are only
permitted to enter the school building by appointment. This is a measure to protect your
children and our entire school community. We continue to welcome appointments for parents
and visitors and will prioritize these appointments for phone and over Zoom. For appointments
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that are more suited for an in-person conversation, access to the school building for parents
and visitors will be by a scheduled appointment only.
Prior to entering the building for an appointment, an individual must complete the online
screening tool located on the Gray Academy website no earlier than the morning of the
appointment.
All parents, visitors and guests must wear a non-medical mask upon entering the building for
the appointment. Appointments will only take place in spaces where 2 metres of physical
distancing is possible. If you have not completed your screening form, you will not be
admitted. While parent security fobs for entrances are inactive at this time, those with
appointments will be admitted by security who will be expecting them.

Dropping off a Forgotten Item
If an essential item such as lunch, homework, gym clothing, etc., is forgotten, you must contact
the office to arrange drop off. Families will be permitted to drop items on a table situated
between the main school doors. Access to the school will only be available to those who have
made arrangements through the office.

Shared Spaces within the AJCC
There are spaces outside the envelope of our school building that are shared with other AJCC
partners, such as the Rady JCC. Over the summer we have been working together to support
each other’s protocols and all protocols throughout the building. We have developed traffic
flow protocols for when our students go to the gym for Phys-Ed and will continue to work
together to ensure the health and safety of our students and the visitors to the AJCC.

Recess
Recess is an important part of a child’s day and provides for the important movement breaks
needed to support learning. Public health advises that playgrounds and play structures are low
risk for transmission. Recess for students in Grades 1-6 will be organized to allow for a
staggered exit and entrance to avoid congestion in the hallways and doorways. We are
fortunate to have two separate play structures, a large hard-top play area and a large field for
play. Recess for JK and K will each remain separate from Grades 1-6 as per regular school
routines.
Students will remain in their cohort group for all recesses and will be assigned one of the three
play areas for the day: the play structure and hard-top closest to the school building; the
second play structure and adjacent hard-top; and the field. Physical barriers will mark the
division between each cohort’s play area. This will rotate daily.
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Students may not bring shared play equipment or toys (including cards) from home. However,
the school will provide and maintain equipment for play for each cohort. The equipment will be
sanitized between each recess. Time will be spent educating students on safe play outside in
keeping with provincial guidelines and will include hand hygiene before and after recess. Nonmedical masks are not required during outdoor play. Staff on duty will be supervising students
to ensure safety and the appropriate physical distancing for outdoor play.
Masks during recess - Students in Grades 3-6 will wear masks during recess. Students may
continue to remove their masks while seated at their desks during class time as they are
distanced 2 metres (6 feet) apart.
We often receive requests from families to keep a child indoors over recess. This year, if your
child is well enough to be at school, they are well enough to be outside for recess and benefit
from the fresh-air break and unstructured time that supports student learning.

Lunch and Snacks
Elementary: As per our regular school routines, students eat their snacks and lunch in their
classrooms and proper hand hygiene will be enforced before and after eating. Continuous
education on the importance of clean hands for individuals and others will be a priority. Water
fountains will remain available for bottle filling only. Mouth pieces on all water fountains will
remain disabled throughout the year. We ask all families to send a filled and labelled water to
school with their child(ren) daily.
High School: Students will each lunch at the end of third period (11:45 a.m. - 12:35 p.m.).
Students will spread out throughout the cohort floor (classrooms, rotunda and lounges) to
ensure 6 feet (or every 2nd desk) to be able to unmask and eat lunch. The only exception is for
students who have a lunch time class who will eat lunch at their desk (MPR only which is spaced
6 feet between each desk). Staff will continually remind and educate students on the
importance of hand and surface hygiene. Water fountains will remain available for bottle filling
only. Mouth pieces on all water fountains will remain disabled throughout the year. We ask all
families to send a filled and labelled water to school with their child(ren) daily.
At this time, our focus is on starting school and getting students used to new routines. We will
not be starting the year off with the milk and hot lunch programs, but we are looking at ways to
implement these safely at a later date (GAPA Hot lunch to begin in October).
Schmoozers
On September 8 Schmoozers reopened. Schmoozers is available to all students daily through
contactless delivery. At this time, students may not go to Schmoozers immediately before
and/or after school. To use the contactless delivery, families must have an account set up with
Schmoozers (call 204-477-7418 to start a new account) and orders must be called in no later
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than 10am each day. Lunch will be delivered to cohort floors (high school) and to classrooms in
elementary.

Phys-Ed
Phys-Ed classes for all students will continue to take place in the gym. We are fortunate to have
a very large gymnasium that provides ample space for safe physical health education. As much
as is possible, Phys-Ed classes will take place outdoors. Specific provincial sports’ guidelines are
in place for the modification and adaptation of a variety of sports and a focus on risk mitigation
including the proper sanitization of equipment, physical distancing and modification of
activities.
Masks during Phys-Ed - Students in Grades 4 and up will wear masks during Phys-Ed.

Uniform for Gym
Gray Academy students have a designated uniform for Phys-ed classes in both elementary and
high school.
Elementary: This year, all students in elementary will come to school in their gym uniform on
the days when they have Phys-ed class. This change is to reduce the need for groups of
students to be in locker rooms at the same time.
High School: High school students are welcome to come to school in their gym uniform on the
days when they have Phys-ed class. This change is to reduce the need for groups of students to
be in locker rooms at the same time. The majority of high school Phys-ed classes this year have
been scheduled to take place in the last two periods of the day. This will also help reduce the
demand on the change rooms. It is still a requirement to be in the proper Gray Academy Physed uniform for class and in the regular uniform when changing.
Dress for the Weather: On days with Phys-ed class, it is important for students in both
elementary and high school to dress for the weather for outdoor classes. While Phys-ed class
will not take place during inclement weather, there will be times that another layer will be
needed. The Phys-ed staff will share additional information with families once school begins.

Phys-Ed Days:
Elementary:
JK – Day 1, 6
K – Day 1, 4, 6
Grade 1 – Day 2, 5
Grade 2 – Day 1, 2
Grade 3 – Day 3, 4, 6
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Grade 4 – Day 2, 3, 4
Grade 5 – Day 4,5,6
Grade 6 – Day 1, 2, 4

High School:
Grade 7 – days 2, 5, 6
Grade 8 – days 3, 4, 5
Grade 9 – days 1, 2, 5
Grade 10 – days 1, 3, 4

Caring for Uniforms
This year more than ever, families are reminded of the importance of regularly laundering your
child’s uniform.

Cubbies and Lockers
Elementary Cubbies: Cubbies (and hooks) give each student a dedicated space to keep their
lunch, school bag and outerwear. This also helps to maximize the space in the classroom for
safety. Cubby access will be staggered to help with physical distancing.
Lockers (Grades 4-12): Lockers give each student a dedicated space to keep their belongings.
Locker use will be prioritized for cellphone storage during classes, for outerwear and school
bags. The limiting of student movement will minimize the number of times they will need to
access their locker. Locker access will be staggered to help with physical distancing.

School Supplies
The school supply list for elementary and high school were sent out in June (and posted on the
For Families section of grayacademy.ca) and will ensure that supplies are not shared among
students. Each elementary student will use their own labeled supply box with which to store
their own supplies.
When specialized supplies are provided by the school and used for learning (i.e., science lab
equipment), proper sanitization of the equipment will take place.
Add to Your Supply List
As the province has just mandated masks for students in grades 4 and up when physical
distancing of 2 metres is not possible, please add an adequate supply of non-medical masks to
your school supply list. We also ask that you supply your child with a labelled container to store
their mask for when they are taking mask breaks, are eating or do not require their masks.
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While it has not been mandated by the Province for students below Grade 4 to wear masks, we
strongly recommend that all students in Grades 1 – 3 be in a mask at drop off and pick up
times. We ask that all families with children in theses grades add a supply of non-medical masks
for children to use daily, along with a container for storage.
Each student will be given one Gray Academy reusable non-medical mask and disposable
masks will always be available in the school should an extra mask be needed during the school
day. We will have additional non-medical reusable masks for purchase. See below for details
on mask usage and care.

Off Campus Privileges for High School
During the enrollment process each year, families are given the opportunity to give permission
for their child(ren) (ages 12+) to leave campus during lunch (grades 7-12) or during a free
period (grades 9-12). For the 2020-2021 school year, this permission would have been given
prior to COVID-19’s arrival in Canada.
This year, out of an abundance of caution for the health and well-being of your children and the
entire school community, we have changed protocols. At the start of this school year, students
will not be permitted to leave campus. Our main goal during the first days and week(s) of
school will be on safely being in school, getting used to new routines and developing a healthy
mindset in caring for one’s own health and the health of others. Students will have access to
various indoor and outdoor spaces within AJCC during their breaks.
We also believe that high school students benefit from being given some independent choice in
their day. To that end, we will be taking the time to assess this protocol when the time is right
and in partnership with families. Students will benefit from the education needed for following
the provincial protocols in place for local business and this will be an essential component to
any change in this protocol.

Supervision Program
Gray Academy’s Supervision program is in place to help support families. We are committed to
maintaining our supervision program and will be communicating with families to confirm your
needs as much has changed since enrollment was completed at the end of February. All
provincial protocols in place during the school day will also be in place for our supervision
programs. Families who register for these programs will receive detailed information about
drop-off, pick-up, etc.
Please note the following changes to the supervision program for 2020-2021. Additional
information will be forthcoming.
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Early Morning Drop-Off:
• Families will be asked to re-confirm their need for this program and we ask that
this program only be used if it is absolutely necessary for your family to keep
physical distancing and maintain proper staff supervision ratios. We thank you
for your understanding.
• Families utilizing this program must drop their children off between 8:00 a.m.
and 8:10 a.m. when a staff member will be outside to greet your child and guide
them inside for supervision.
Late Pick-Up:
• Families will be asked to re-confirm their need for this program and we ask that
this program be only be used if it is absolutely necessary for your family to
order keep physical distancing and maintain proper staff supervision ratios. We
thank you for your understanding.
• Protocols will be in place for student pick-up in the loop as parents will not be
permitted to pick up their child(ren) from the classroom.
Supervision Program Drop-Off and Pick-Up
Supervision Program Drop-Off:
• Only registered students may be dropped-off using ZONE B.
• The daily health screening must be completed before you bring your child to
school.
• A staff member will be waiting outside to greet your child for drop-off at 8am.
Families must bring their child to school for 8am and leave time for all children
to safely get out of their vehicles. No late arrivals will be permitted once the staff
supervisor is back in the school for 8:10am.
• Students will meet the staff supervisor inside the for their cohort group.
Supervision Program Pick-Up:
• Parents are to park their car and call the AJCC security desk at the Elementary
entrance at 204-477-3538 and tell the security guard your child’s name and
grade.
• Give your child a minute or two to pack-up and come meet you at the school
entrance.
• You must wear a mask and bring your dashboard name card with your family
name to enter inside to the double doors.
• Show the security guard your name card, and your child will meet you at the
door.
• If there is any change in your usual pick-up routine, e.g., a grandparent or other
authorized person is coming to get your child, you must notify the office in
advance.
• Please note that supervision ends precisely at 5:30 p.m.
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•

At 5:20 p.m., all remaining students will come with their supervisors to the
hallway by the school entrance to prepare for pick up.

Emergency Response Practices
Health and safety have always been a priority at Gray Academy. This includes an emphasis on
physical safety at the start of each school year (and throughout) to ensure all students are
educated in all emergency responses. Modifications will be made to evacuation practices (fire
drills) and lock-down practices as current procedures are not conducive to physical distancing.
An emphasis on education within classrooms will help to ensure the important understanding
of responding to emergencies.

School-Wide Events
Gray Academy’s co-curricular program includes holiday celebrations, assemblies, gathering for
Shabbat and much more. These moments help to create community and provide opportunities
for our students to experience the meaning of an upcoming holiday and to participate in our
Jewish traditions.
These programs will continue to be an important part of school life for our students but will be
reimagined, as in-person assemblies and gatherings will be replaced by virtual assemblies and
in-class celebrations. We will continue to ensure our students’ benefit from being in
“community” and contributing to school-wide celebrations.

Library
The Kaufman Silverberg Library will continue to play a role in our students’ lives. Students will
be able to regularly take out books and the library will maintain the proper protocols once
materials are returned and before they are put back into circulation.
This year, students will not be going to the physical library, but the library will be coming to our
students. Students in both elementary and high school will learn to use the Kaufman Silverberg
Library’s online catalogue and library staff will regularly come to each classroom for book
distribution and returns.
While the Kaufman Silverberg Library will physically be closed to community members, visitors
and guests, it will continue to offer parents and the community access to books and resources
through a digital request system. The library will ensure books are available for pick up and a
library drop-box is located at the front entrance of the Asper Jewish Community Campus.

Procedures for Student Onsite Illness
If a child develops symptoms while at school, the child will be isolated in a separate room and
will be supervised by a staff member. A medical mask will be provided to be worn by the sick
student (unless there are safety issues that prevent the student from wearing a mask). The staff
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member will also don a medical mask and any other needed PPE. The room will be disinfected
once the student has left.
Parents will be notified to come and pick up their child immediately as well as siblings when
Public Health orders require members of a household to stay home when another member of
the household has COVID-related symptoms. Parents should contact Health Links (204-7888200) or their child’s health care provider for direction, if required. A sick child can return to the
school once it has been determined that it is safe to do so by their health care provider or
public health. If that student has a positive COVID-19 test, further direction will be provided by
public health. All families are required to have a backup plan for pick-up if parents are
unavailable.

Parents and Visitors by Appointment Only
The school building is closed to all visitors, including parents. Access to the school building will
be permitted by appointment only. A digital screening tool, available on the school’s website,
must be completed no earlier than the morning of an individual’s scheduled appointment.
There will be no exceptions. Non-medical masks must be worn when entering the school.

Technology
Each classroom has been set up to be tech ready to support the ability for a student to log in to
a live classroom from home on a day they may be symptomatic but well enough to learn or if
they have been directed by Public Health to self-isolate at home but are well enough to learn.
School Chromebooks will be provided for all students in Grades 3 through 6; high school
students must bring their own device – laptop, Chromebook or tablet with keyboard. A limited
number of school Chromebooks are available to students who do not have a device or may
need to borrow one on a temporary basis. If you would like support in selecting a device for
your child, please feel free to reach out to Judy Doctoroff.
Digital Platforms: The following digital platforms will be used to support learning and
communication in all three response levels.

JK-Grade 2

Grades 3-12

Grades 3-12
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JK-Grade 12, School-Wide and Parent Community

Lost and Found
A new lost and found protocol will be in place. Items that are labeled will be reunited with their
owners by staff. It is essential that families label all items sent to school with your child’s first
and last name. Items that are not labeled will be discarded every Friday.

Health and Safety Measures
Daily Morning Health Screening
In previous years, many families would send a child to school with a slight cough or feeling a
little under the weather. This year is very different.
All staff and students must do a daily digital morning health screening before coming to
school. Parents/guardians must monitor their child(ren)’s health each morning before bringing
them to school. Any child with COVID-19-related symptoms must be kept at home. Gray
Academy will be using adigital screening tool in place at www.grayacademy.ca. This will allow
staff members and families to complete the screening process in less than 30 seconds each
morning.
Use this link from the province for an up-to-date list of COVID-19-related symptoms.
Use the province’s Self-Assessment tool to check if your child should be tested for COVID-19
or call Health Links at 204-788-8200 or 1-888-315-9257 if you need more information.
If any child develops symptoms at school during the school day, the child will be isolated and
cared for by a staff member. A parent/guardian will be contacted and required to pick the child
up from school immediately.

Facility Updates
Over the summer we have been working together with the Asper Jewish Community Campus to
ready the building for the start of school. Floor markers, signage, physical barriers and other
updates and amendments have been made to support a healthy return to school.
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Ventilation and HVAC System
While we are fortunate to have a well-ventilated building at Gray Academy, the AJCC has
implemented upgrades to the building’s ventilation system. This includes increasing the freshair intake to the maximum possible for the system and upgrading the HVAC filters to MERV 13
filters. These higher density filters are recommended and increase particle capture efficiency.

Entering and Exiting School
Doorways are now designated for entering and exiting the school. This will help alleviate
congestion and will ensure students movement is within designated cohorts.

Physical Distancing
We are fortunate at Gray Academy to have small class sizes and ample space. Starting in June
we measured (and re-measured!) every classroom and shared space to determine exactly how
to configure desks, classrooms, cohorts and almost every protocol in place for 2020-2021
school year.
This has allowed us to:
• open our early years’ program (JK & K) with space of 1.5+ metres between
students in a variety of learning settings;
• open our elementary school (Gr. 1-6) with 2 metres between students in their
designated classrooms;
• have all students outdoors for recess with adequate space between cohorts;
• open our high school (Gr. 7-12) for daily full-days of in-class learning with a
minimum of 1.5+ metres between students and utilizing cohorts.
Other closed spaces throughout the school have been measured for maximum occupancy. This
will allow spaces such as the Multi Purpose Room, Wellness Studio, student lounges, etc. to be
used safely. Occupancy will be limited in washrooms, change rooms and other small spaces.
The focus on physical distancing is for indoor spaces, at times other than brief contact such as
movement in hallways, doorways and rotundas. Our protocols for drop-off, pick-up and
movement through the school will help to support health and safety for everyone.
Orange Response Level:
If Public Health moves schools to the Orange response level, additional spaces will be used to
ensure high school students have 2 meters (6 feet) distance to the greatest extent possible.
Students will continue to be part of their same cohort. Additional spaces such as the Mac Lab,
Youth Lounge and Berney Theatre, will be used for teaching and learning.
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Movement in Our Building
To support physical distancing, the movement in school has been minimized by having teachers
move from class to class in both elementary and high school for the majority of learning. The
halls, stairwells and doorways in the school have been marked clearly with brightly coloured
directional signs and floor markers to support the flow of traffic.

Understanding Cohorts
Students will be in distinct cohorts (groups) since there are times when two metres physical
distancing is not possible. Cohort groups remain separate from other students, to reduce the
risk of virus transmission throughout the school day.
At Gray Academy, cohorts are used to help with the following:
• Entering and Exiting School
• Recess Play Areas (Grades 1-6)
• Floors/Areas of the School
• Supervision Program
When different cohorts are in same area of school, there must be a minimum of 4 metres
between the cohorts. This will be used for recess, outdoor high school classroom in the garden
and the MPR for the few high school courses that may have students from two distinct cohorts.

Hand Hygiene
One of the best measures to protect against transmission is frequent hand hygiene. Additional
time for hand hygiene will be built into programming to ensure students follow the proper
guidelines. This will include regular reminders of proper handwashing protocols. Signage is
visible at handwashing stations throughout the school as reminders, and hand sanitization
stations are strategically placed throughout the school in 13 hallway locations and in every
classroom and bathroom.
Proper Hand Hygiene:
While proper hand hygiene protocols are always in place, extra diligence is required at this
time. Students and staff will frequently wash their hands with soap and water for at least 20
seconds or use approved hand sanitizer at the following times.
• At the start of the day and before going home
• Before and after eating
• After going to the washroom
• After getting hands dirty
• After wiping their nose or handling dirty tissue
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•
•

After coughing, sneezing or blowing their nose (staff or students with these symptoms
are not permitted in the school. However, we are aware that students may cough or
sneeze due to seasonal allergies or coming into contact with an irritant).
After cleaning a surface

Cleaning and Disinfecting
Increased frequency of cleaning, disinfecting and sanitizing, particularly on high-touch surfaces
and in common/shared areas, will be an essential part of our daily routine. This will include
disinfecting commonly touched surfaces (e.g., doorknobs, light switches, electronic devices,
chairs, desks, art supplies, toys, games, gym equipment and other equipment).
We will be ensuring that washrooms and classroom surfaces are cleaned and disinfected
frequently throughout the day. Two dedicated cleaners will be assigned to the school – one for
elementary and one for the high school.

Personal Protective Equipment
Gray Academy is equipped with appropriate PPE for a variety of needs and in case of
emergencies. This includes medical grade masks in case a student or staff member becomes
symptomatic at school. Appropriate use of PPE follows provincial guidelines.

Mask Use
The Province has now mandated non-medical mask use for all staff and students in Grades 4
and up when 2 metres of physical distance is not possible. The Asper Jewish Community
Campus has also now mandated masks for all individuals ages 10+ when entering the AJCC.
When Public Health moves school to the Orange Response Level, all staff will be wearing
medical-grade disposable masks provided by the province.
Parents and caregivers will continue to choose whether younger students should wear a mask,
however, classroom teachers will be discussing mask use and helping children feel comfortable
using them and seeing others use them. This is important for children in scenarios outside of
school where mask use may be required of them (e.g., the pediatrician or dentist’s office). Gray
Academy requests that all children in Grades 1 and up have non-medical masks at school for
education, for when they may be needed and for arrival to and departure from school.
Further guidance from Public Health is forthcoming regarding exceptions for specific mask-free
time and for those not recommended to wear a mask. The province is developing resources to
help children, along with their parents and caregivers, learn how to safely put on, wear and
remove a mask. Students wearing masks must have a labelled container to store their mask
when not in use.
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Appropriate masks include disposable masks and reusable non-medical masks. Polyester/cotton
blends are recommended by public health. Neck gaitors and bandanas do not provide sufficient
protection and are not permitted. Improper mask use can be more detrimental than no mask
use. Learning proper mask use (at all ages and developmental stages) is also essential and will
be a priority in our orientation and training days for all grades.
Early Years: Although at this time our youngest students are not mandated to wear masks, JK
and K students will see other students and staff wearing them. Becoming comfortable around
others who are wearing masks is important, and staff will guide children in learning more about
them, as they may be required to use them outside of school settings (e.g., when they see a
pediatrician or dentist). There will be an opportunity to hear more about this and ask questions
of our team at the virtual Early Years’ Orientation and classroom visits before the start of
school. Families may choose to have their children wear masks at school if they wish.
Grades 1-3: While it is not mandated from the province, we recommend that students wear a
mask upon arrival to and departure from school. Classroom teachers will be discussing mask
use and helping children feel comfortable using them and seeing others use them. Families may
choose to have their children wear masks at school. Grades 1-3 classrooms are configured to
have 2 metres distance between students.
Grades 4-6: Students will wear a mask upon arrival to and departure from school. They will
wear masks in school whenever physical distance of 2 metres is not possible, keeping in mind
appropriate mask breaks and times when masks will not be needed (i.e., at lunch, recess and
during Phys-Ed). Grades 4-6 classrooms are configured to have 2 metres distance between
students. Students are not mandated by the Province to wear masks while sitting in their
classrooms.
High School: Students will wear a mask upon arrival to and departure from school. They will
wear masks in school whenever physical distance of 2 metres is not possible, keeping in mind
appropriate mask breaks and times when masks will not be needed (i.e., at lunch and during
Phys-Ed). Classes are configured to have a minimum of 1.5+ metres between students. In
classrooms where 2 metres of distance between students is available, students are permitted
to remove their masks. The schedule has been amended to capitalize on larger spaces to
ensure that every student will have mask breaks throughout the day.
Masks – What you need to know:
Putting on a mask - hands should be cleaned before donning a mask
• Handle the mask with the strings or elastic ear loops as much as possible
• Place the mask on your face carefully so it covers your mouth and nose
• Mould the nose bridge to ensure it does not move while it is on
• Avoid touching the mask once you have put it on
• If the mask needs to be adjusted, hands should be cleaned before and after
adjusting the mask
Removing a mask - should be placed in a container or bag for cleaning later
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(reusable non-medical masks should be laundered daily)
• Remove from behind using the strings or elastic ear loops
• Do not touch the front of the mask
• Discard the mask immediately, ideally in a no-touch receptacle
• Perform hand hygiene by handwashing with soap and water or using alcoholbased hand sanitizer.
Never:
• Pull the mask down below the nose, mouth, or chin
• Dangle the mask from one ear or both ears
For more information and a video: click here to go to the Government of Canada’s information
on how to wear a non-medical mask properly.

Mask Education Videos
Government of Canada – Video and Information on Non-Medical Mask Use
Video on Why Masks are Important – For Students
Wear It Well – A Mask How to For Kids (Made in Manitoba)

Water Fountains
Water fountains will remain available for bottle filling only. Mouth pieces on all water fountains
will remain disabled throughout the year.
We ask all families to send a filled and labelled water to school with their child(ren) daily.

Education
Attendance
In Manitoba, all students are expected to participate fully in school, even when remote learning
is required in Response Level 3 (remote for all students, with the exception of children of
critical workers).
For September, with the Province’s reopening schools at Response Level 1, all students are
expected to attend for in-person learning. Gray Academy has been set up to accommodate all
students from JK-Grade 12 for five days a week of in-person learning.
Students who have been directed to isolate, quarantine or cannot attend because they are
symptomatic will be able to access their classes (with minor exceptions) through live or
recorded lessons and/or support from a teacher (based on grade of learner).
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Students who may be at higher risk of COVID-19 due to underlying health conditions and who
are medically advised through a physician’s letter not to return to in-class learning due to
COVID-related risk factors will be supported by staff at Gray Academy.
The Province limits this to children with compromised immune systems or other medical
conditions that increase their risk. Parents and caregivers must consult with physicians on the
need for an accommodation.

Support for Learning While at Home
With Gray Academy’s strict health screening and the protocols in place to support the health
and wellness of our entire school community, supporting learning while a student is away is a
priority.
The following protocols have been developed to support all learners throughout the school
(JK-Grade 12) in age-appropriate ways, keeping in mind the following.
• length of time a student may be away
• technology skillset of student (differences across grades)
• availability of adult support and supervision at home for each student
(elementary)
Who can access at-home learning?
At-home access to the classroom is available to students who are not at school due to failed
health screening. Gray Academy is open 5 days a week for in-person learning in both the yellow
and orange pandemic response levels as per the provincial guidelines. Students who fail a
health screening and are well enough to learn from home may access the classroom learning
from home within the protocols set out for students at Gray Academy based on their age and
stage of development.
Can I choose to learn from home?
Gray Academy does not have an optional remote learning program when the school is open.
Gray Away, the school’s remote learning platform, will open, should the province move schools
to the red pandemic response level. Students must be in school unless they fail the health
screening.
Virtual Etiquette to Support a Positive Learning Experience
Please see information below for specific guidelines by grade level. Students must be set up for
success when accessing the classroom from home during their absence from school. This
includes, but is not limited to, the following helpful guidelines.
• Set up a workspace conducive to learning (desk, kitchen or dining room table) with a
comfortable chair, adequate lighting, supplies for learning and access to water
• Students must be dressed (no pyjamas) and may not access the classroom virtually from
a bed
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•
•
•
•
•

Plain (only) Virtual backgrounds can be used if set in advance of the class or the
background of their learning space (continuous virtual background changes are
distracting)
Camera must be on and the microphone set to mute (this helps with any background
noise) except for when the child is called upon or volunteering to participate in the class
Active participation is essential
Snacks and lunches must be limited to when it is recess/break/lunch time or when the
rest of the class is having snack and/or lunch together
Movement breaks are important and should be taken during break/recess times

Parent/Guardian Support for At-Home Access to Learning
• Adult supervision is necessary for students when accessing the classroom through
Google Classroom
• This supervision is needed to support your child’s engagement and progress with
learning while at home, including the timely completion of assignments.
JK-Grade 2:
• Teachers will connect with parents as needed (based on duration of absence) and
ensure the student has what they need if a longer absence is anticipated.
• When there is a special classroom activity (i.e. teacher of the day, Kabbalat Shabbat,
holiday celebration, etc.) that lends itself to having a student participate over ZOOM,
the teacher will reach out to make arrangements with the family.
• Please email your child(ren)’s teacher(s,) as early as possible, if you anticipate they will
be away.
Grades 3 & 4:
• Teachers will connect with parents as needed (based on duration of absence) and
ensure the student has what they need if a longer absence is anticipated.
• Students in Grade 3 are just beginning to be introduced to Google Classroom and Grade
4 students are getting close to becoming independent in using this platform.
• Should a longer absence be anticipated, the teacher will connect with the family to
discuss use of Google Classroom and the schedule for participation.
• Students can participate through Google Classroom when they are well-enough to be
online for learning.
• Adult supervision is necessary to support student learning from home.
• Please email your child(ren)’s teacher(s,) as early as possible, if you anticipate they are
well enough to access the classroom from home during the duration of their absence
due to a failed health screening.
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Grades 5 & 6:
• Teachers will connect with parents as needed (based on duration of absence) and
ensure the student has what they need if a longer absence is anticipated.
• Students can participate through Google Classroom when they are well-enough to be
online for learning.
• Students should communicate directly with their teachers through Google Classroom
and/or email if they will be accessing the classroom from home while they are away due
to a failed health screening. Parents can also reach out to their child’s teachers in
advance of absence.
High School:
• Students will independently access Google Classroom for each of their courses if they
are well enough to access learning from home when they have a failed health screening
• Parents may communicate directly with their child(ren)’s teacher if they have any
questions and/or anticipate a longer absence due to a failed health screening.
If you have any questions about supporting your child(ren)’s learning while away, please
reach out to your child’s Principal.

If We Return to Gray Away
While we have been planning for reopening of our school, we are also fully prepared for a
potential return to Gray Away (remote learning) should the need arise. In this scenario, the
entire school will follow similar schedules to what they are using in school. Schedules may be
slightly amended based on a student’s grade. Click here for the full details on Gray Away, our
remote plan for learning.

Extra-Curricular/Co-Curricular Programs
Extra-Curricular programs are an important part of student life at Gray Academy. Many of our
programs will be offered with adjustments to ensure provincial guidelines are followed. This
will include athletics, band, Reach for the Top, patrols, debating and more. As programs are
introduced, you will receive the information needed. Below is an overview for athletics and
band.

Athletics
Athletics provide students with a multitude of benefits that supports students’ mental health
and well-being. The safety of students is our priority and all provincial guidelines for sports will
be followed. The Manitoba High School Athletic Association’s Return to Sports Plan (Version 2)
will help guide the information as it pertains to competition and tournaments in the province.
Gray Academy will look to the provincial guidelines as it seeks to provide opportunities for
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students. Additional information will be shared with students and families at the start of the
school year.

Band and Drumline
Students in Grades 4 and up will have the opportunity to participate in the schools’ band and
drumline programs. This year, some amendments will be in place for the health and safety of
our students. The school will be following the provincial guidelines for vocalists and
instrumentalists to help reimagine the band program for this fall. Further information will be
shared with families.

Musical
Instead of a single full-length show, we will be producing a musical review, allowing us to
present selections while limiting the number of students on stage at any one time. We will
likely be unable to present live performances, but we will find creative ways to delight our
audience from a distance. Safety is centre stage, adhering to all current provincial
recommendations, especially directives regarding singing, to ensure a safe rehearsal
environment for all students and staff. Students will be distanced and masked, as needed. Click
here for full details on health and safety protocols for rehearsals and performances. If the
province moves schools to the Orange Response Level, in-school rehearsals for singing (even
following the strict protocols with masks and 3+ meters distance) will be paused and students
will continue learning and practicing at home.

Educational Travel
All educational travel has been suspended at this time. We are committed to providing future
opportunities for our students only when it is safe to do so.

Restoring Safe Schools Frequently
Asked Questions
The province has compiled frequently asked questions to help address parent/guardian
concerns. Manitoba Education will continue to update the resource regularly as further
information becomes available for schools. Click here to access the FAQs.
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Resources
Latest Manitoba COVID-19 Education News
Click here to read the province’s most recent education news including links to reopening
documents, resources for families and frequently asked questions.

Current Information about COVID-19 in Manitoba
Click here to access the province’s COVID-19 resources including the self-assessment screening
tool, updates and resources.

Current COVID-19 Symptoms
Click here to access the current list of symptoms of COVID-19 and other background
information on COVID-19.

Health Links
Click here for more information about Health Links, Manitoba’s 24 hour phone-based nursing
triage system. You can reach Health Links by calling 204-788-8200.

Manitoba Education Restoring Safe School Guide for Parents
Restoring Safe Schools: August 13 - A Guide for Parents, Caregivers and Students

Talking with your Child(ren) about COVID-19
Below are a few resources for parents from a variety of sources.
COVID-19 Parenting - Talking About COVID-19 (WHO)
Supporting Your Child’s Mental Health as they Return to School - UNICEF

Just for Kids – A Comic Exploring the New Coronavirus – Goats and Soda NPR
Talking to Kids About the Coronavirus Crisis – Child Mind Institute

My Child in School
Click here to access My Child in School, the provinces resource for families outline the
outcomes of the K-12 curriculum by subject.

My Learning at Home
Click here to access My Learning at Home, the province’s resource for families to support their
child(ren)’s learning at home if, and when, learning is remote.
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Appendix A - Letter to Families July 30,
2020
Dear Families:

After a challenging final few months of classes, we hope you and your children have been able to
relax and enjoy your summer so far.

Today, we were very pleased to receive confirmation from Education Minister Kelvin Goertzen that
the Province plans to have students across Manitoba back in school in September. The work
we did in June puts Gray Academy in a strong position to welcome students back to our building.

Opening with Response Level 1
The Government of Manitoba's framework includes 3 potential response levels for the fall:

Response Level 1 - In-class learning
Response Level 2 - Blended learning (combination of in-class and remote)
Response Level 3 - Remote learning (all remote)

Today's announcement confirms that we will be opening in Response Level 1, per the details of
Welcoming Our Students Back: Restoring Safe Schools (July 30, 2020)
•

Kindergarten to Grade 8 students will return for five full days of in-class instruction per
week.

•

Students in Grades 9 to 12 will return for up to five days per week of in-class instruction, if
the school can effectively implement physical distancing and the use of cohorts.

What this means for Gray Academy
•

It is our goal to have all students, JK through Grade 12, learning in school five days a
week.

•

In July, we submitted a draft plan overview to the Province outlining our ability to
comply with mandatory requirements, including extra sanitization, distancing within
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classrooms, reduced movement of students between classrooms, staggered recess,
management of entry and exit points, and more.
•

We are now awaiting feedback from the Province on the draft and are working on Gray
Academy’s detailed plan for the 20-21 school year, including classroom mapping, space
utilization, staggered drop off and pick up, student health screening, and more.

•

We will share this plan with families by August 21.

•

While Minister Goertzen cautioned that circumstances may change at any time, we can say
with confidence that we are prepared for all response levels.

Continued commitment to health and safety
•

The health and safety of Gray Academy students, staff and families remains paramount.

•

We will continue to follow provincial COVID-19 distancing and
sensitization protocols for schools, as they evolve.

•

Our Facilities Use document is being updated to reflect the latest directives from the
province.

•

We will rely on families to screen their children every single day to ensure no child comes
to school with symptoms.

•

Families will need to have plans in place for immediate pick-up should a child show
symptoms during the school day.

What about Gray Away?
•

We will continue to leverage the infrastructure we have developed for Gray Away long
term.

•

This year, we will have much stricter guidelines around when symptomatic students must
stay away from school.

•

As such, we are prepared for the higher levels of symptom-related absences throughout
the school year.

•

With Gray Away technologies in place in our classrooms, students who are symptomatic but
well enough to learn will not have to miss their lessons.

•

Should the government require us to shift to Response Level 2 or 3 at any point in the school
year, we are fully prepared to keep our students learning and connecting through Gray
Away

Thank you for your partnership
We know from our experiences throughout the 2019-2020 academic year that school is so much
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more than a building. I thank you again for your support and your patience, as we deal with
unprecedented circumstances and preparations.

I look forward to sharing our plan, along with answers to many of your questions, by August
21.

Enjoy the rest of your week,
Lori Binder
Head of School and CEO
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Appendix B - Letter to Families – August
13, 2020
Dear Families:

It's hard to believe the start of a new school year is just weeks away!
Today, Education Minister Kelvin Goertzen and Chief Officer of Public Health Dr. Brent Roussin
provided new information and advice for schools, parents, caregivers and students to help support
the safe return to in-class learning in September.

These new provincial guidelines build upon the July 30 K-12 Guidelines and speak specifically
to:
•

physical distancing - establishing cohorts and keeping 2 metres apart whenever possible;

•

face masks - strongly recommended for staff and students Grade 5 and up when distancing
is a challenge, such as when moving through hallways (younger students can wear masks,
as well);

•

continued emphasis on hand washing and sanitization - increased frequency and
diligence;

•

screening and isolating - parents/guardians must play a critical role in ensuring health and
safety for the entire school community.

As Minister Goertzen stated, this has been "a summer like no other." Our administration has been
hard at work developing plans specific to the needs and circumstances of Gray Academy. This latest
direction from the Province provides us with needed clarity and guidance in finalizing the details of
our plan.
What Gray Academy families need to know
•

Our plan is to have all students, JK through Grade 12, learning in school five days a week.

•

The work we did in June to develop our health, sanitization and distancing protocols puts
Gray Academy in a strong position to welcome students back to our building next month.

•

Families will play a critical role in ensuring the health and safety of our school community
by screening their children daily and keeping students at home if they are symptomatic.
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•

We will continue to leverage our Gray Away infrastructure for students who must stay
away from school because they are symptomatic or have compromised immunity.

•

Gray Academy’s detailed plan for the 2020-21 school year will be distributed to all
families next week.

Some of the details you can expect to see in our plan include:
•

updated health and sensitization protocols;

•

re-imagined use of spaces in our building and outdoors;

•

reduced movement of students between classes and through hallways;

•

when and how face masks will be used;

•

training and orientation for all students and families;

•

new drop off and pick up routines;

•

new routines for recess, lunch, high school breaks, etc.

Review the provincial guide
•

Click here to see a backgrounder on today's announcement from the Department of
Education.

•

Click here to view the new Department of Education document, A Guide for Parents,
Caregivers and Students: What to expect when welcomed back to school (Aug 13,
2020)

Thank you for your partnership
Thank you again for your patience and your partnership, as we undertake unprecedented planning. I
look forward to sharing details, along with answers to many of your questions next week.

With gratitude,

Lori Binder
Head of School and CEO
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Appendix C - Letter to Families – August
21, 2020
Dear Gray Academy Families:
As we prepare to bring our students back to school in the midst of a pandemic, our
partnership with families is more important than ever before. Success will hinge on
collaboration and cooperation among students, staff, faculty, administration and parents.

Below you will find:
•

further information about our Framework for Reopening

•

information on Parent Orientation Sessions – date, times and registration

•

updated school supply lists

•

start of school - reminder of full-day orientation dates for students in Grades 1-12

•

when to expect class placements (JK - Grade 6) and high school timetables

•

updated list of important dates

Please Read the Framework Carefully
Last Friday, we shared our Framework for Reopening 2020-2021 detailing the many new
protocols and routines designed to safeguard students, staff and our entire school
community throughout the upcoming school year.
Before the 2020-2021 school year begins, we will be requesting written confirmation from all
families that they have read, understood and agree to follow the protocols set out for our
school community. If we do not receive written confirmation from a parent/guardian from
your family, your child(ren) will not be admitted to class.

Please Sign up for an Orientation Session
Our Framework for Reopening is a lengthy and detailed document. On Tuesday Sept 1, we
urge all families to join us via Zoom to walk through it. The sessions are open to all Gray
Academy families. Pre-registration is required.We are offering three different sessions
tailored to each group of students:
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High School families (Gr 7-12) 5:30 - 6:15 p.m.
Early Years families (JK/K) 6:45-7:30 p.m.
Elementary families (Gr 1-6) 7:45 - 8:30 p.m.

Pre-register by August 28: Click here to register for the appropriate session(s) for your
family. You can also use the sign-up form to submit, in advance, any questions you may have
about the upcoming school year.

IMPORTANT: Please read our Framework for Reopening 2020-2021 carefully before you
submit your questions/attend your session(s). The Framework contains a great deal of detail,
and you may find answers to your questions therein.
If you are unable to attend: a recording of each session will be available to all families after
the sessions are completed.
Additions to Required School Supplies
Devices - as per our communications in June, we ask that students in Grades 7 and 8 have
their own device (Chromebook, laptop or tablet with keyboard). A limited number of school
Chromebooks are available to students who do not have a device or may need to borrow
one on a temporary basis. Please note that smart phones will not be permitted in any class
in any grade.

Masks - our Framework discusses exactly when and where masks must be worn by
students. Please refer to page 22 of the document to see what you will need for your child.
Further details will be discussed during the Orientation sessions.

To help with your needs, one washable, non-medical Gray Academy fabric mask will be
provided to every student at the beginning of the school year. We ask that families provide
students with a supply of non-medical masks (re-usable or disposable; Gray Academy or
any other brand you choose) along with a clean, labelled container in which to store a mask
when it is not in use.

Lists - please click here to view the most recent lists of school supplies for Elementary and for
High School.
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Start of School
As noted in the Framework, we will have a staggered start to the school year to allow for
significant training and orientation on new routines and protocols for all students.
Please note the appropriate start date for your child(ren) within their respective cohort
and that our new drop-off and pick-up protocols will be in place as of these dates:
Tuesday, September 8 – Grades 5/6 and Grades 7/8
Wednesday, September 9 – Grades 3/4 and Grades 9/10
Thursday, September 10 – Grades 1/2 and Grades 11/12

Class Placements and Timetables
Families are always eager to see their child(ren)'s class placement. We remind parents that
the school always takes great care in the placement of all students, with serious consideration
for the academic, emotional and social needs of each student. As you know, we have
additional health and safety factors to consider this year. Now more than ever, we appreciate
your understanding that Gray Academy’s decisions regarding class placements are final.

You will receive your child(ren)'s class placement:
Early Years (JK/K) - Monday, August 31 to enable parents to set up their Meet and Greet with
the teacher (20-minute session Sept 8, 9 or 10)
Elementary (Grade 1-6) - the afternoon of Thursday, September 3
High School students (Grade 7-12) will receive their timetables during their full-day
orientation.
Updated List of Important Dates
Click here to see our latest list of important dates throughout the school year. (Changes from
the last iteration of this list are highlighted in yellow.)

Thank You for Your Partnership
While we work diligently to ensure our building is ready for your children, I thank you once
again for your patience, support, partnership and cooperation in helping to provide a
meaningful, safe and productive year for all our students and staff.
Lori Binder
Head of School and CEO
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Appendix D - Letter to Families –
September 1, 2020
Dear Gray Academy Families:

By now, all families have had the opportunity to access our detailed Framework for Reopening
2020-2021. The document was emailed to all families on August 21 and is also available
publicly at grayacademy.ca.

Shared Responsibility for a Safe Return to School
•

We all recognize this coming school year will not be “business as usual.”

•

Our Framework for Reopening outlines, in detail, our plans, protocols and new school
routines necessary for a safe return to school.

•

Success will hinge on collaboration and cooperation among students, staff, faculty,
administration and parents.

Sign-off Required for Admittance to School
As noted in our previous emails, we require signed confirmation from at least one
parent/guardian from each student household verifying that you have read, understand
and agree to follow the protocols set out for our school community:
•

All families must sign and submit their verification and attestation form by 5 p.m.
Thursday, September 3.

•

If a child resides in two households, the parent/legal guardian in each household must
complete this form.

•

The form can be completed and submitted using your desktop, tablet or smart
phone.

•

Where required, your initials and/or signature can be drawn with a mouse, stylus (or
your finger on a tablet or smart phone)

•

Any student whose parent/guardian has not submitted a signed verification will
not be admitted to school.
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Thank you for your serious attention to this document and for your support, partnership and
cooperation in helping to provide a meaningful, safe and productive year for all our students
and staff.

With gratitude,

Lori Binder
Head of School and CEO
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Appendix E – Verification and
Attestation Document
This form was sent digitally to all families to be submitted by 5 p.m. Thursday,
September 4, 2020.
The form must be signed and each item initialed by one parent/legal guardian in the
household. If a child resides in two households, the parent/legal guardian in each
household must complete this form.
IMPORTANT: Please note that any child who does not have this form signed and
submitted by at least one parent/guardian will not be admitted to school.
Your Name:
First____________________________ Last _______________________
List all children that attend Gray Academy:
Student Name: First__________________
Grade: _______

Last________________________

Student Name: First__________________
Grade: _______

Last________________________

Student Name: First__________________
Grade: _______

Last________________________

Framework for Reopening:
 I have read and understood Gray Academy’s Framework for Reopening and to the
extent applicable, agree to follow all directions and guidance contained therein.
Gray Academy Family Handbook and WBJE Policy Manual:
 I understand that the guidelines set forth in the Framework for Reopening are an
addendum to the Gray Academy Family Handbook and the Winnipeg Board of Jewish
Education’s Policy Manual all of which are in place for the health, safety and protection
of all Gray Academy families.
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Health and Safety Protocols:
 I understand and acknowledge that the Winnipeg Board of Jewish Education places
the health and safety of the entire Gray Academy school community as its priority and
as such will be strictly enforcing all of the guidelines set forth for the 2020-2021 school
year.
Updates to Health and Safety Protocols:
 I understand that Gray Academy will continue to update and revise protocols and
routines as needed and that I will continue to read the updated communication and
share pertinent information with my child and further agree to follow all such updated
and revised protocols.
Parent Partnership - During School:
 I understand that I am a partner with Gray Academy in preparing my child for the
new routines and protocols in place for the entire school community, all of which have
been implemented to protect Gray Academy families and to also support the successful
operation of Gray Academy during these unprecedented times.
Parent Partnership – Outside School:
 I understand and acknowledge the responsibility we have as partners with Gray
Academy and that Gray Academy has set out to keep the school community healthy and
safe during the school day. I acknowledge, understand and agree to ensure we do our
part as a family, to adhere to provincial public health guidelines outside of school,
towards ensuring a safe and healthy year for the entire school community.
Daily Student Health Screening:
 I understand and agree that prior to my child(ren)’s arrival to school each morning I
must complete and submit the COVID-19 student screening checklist on the EduSafe
mobile app.
Keeping My Sick Child Home:
 I understand and agree that if my child feels sick or has any symptoms suggestive of
COVID-19 that they must remain at home and I will contact the school to report the
absence. I understand and agree that if I send my child to school with COVID-19
symptoms, I will be risking the health of my child, other students and staff.
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Picking My Sick Child From School:
 I understand and agree that if my child begins to become sick at school with
symptoms suggestive of COVID-19, they will be isolated, and I will be contacted
immediately to pick them up.
Drop Off and Pick Up Protocols:
 I have reviewed the drop-off and pick-up protocols and understand and agree that I
must go to the designated zone during the designated time and will contact my child’s
Principal if I have any further questions.
Visitor Access by Appointment Only:
 I understand and agree that the school building is closed to visitors and parents
except by appointment only and that prior to a scheduled appointment I must submit a
COVID-19 screening tool and wear a mask upon entering the building.
Off-Campus Privileges (High School):
I have a child in High School:  Yes  No
If Yes - High School Only (Grades 7-12)
 I understand and agree that currently off-campus privileges during lunch and frees
(Grade 9-12) has been suspended and that my child is not be permitted to leave campus
during the school day unless I have come to pick them up.
Public Health and Privacy:
 I understand that Public Health leads the response in the event of any positive
COVID-19 case connected to a Manitoba school. I understand that Gray Academy of
Jewish Education will be guided by the coordination of any response or steps led by
Public Health, including the duty for individual privacy under the Personal Health
Information Act (PHIA). I, therefore, understand that Gray Academy will not, under any
circumstance, release the name or details of any student, staff member or other
member of the school and/or general community who has received direction from
Public Health.
Verification and Attestation:
By signing below, I am agreeing to be bound by all Gray Academy policies and guidance,
as may be contained in documentation as noted above and further confirm that the
information and attestations agreed to above are true, correct and complete. I
understand and agree that failing to sign below will result in my child(ren) not being
admitted to school.
Date: ______________________

Signature: __________________________
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Appendix F-Signage in the Building
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Note: the circular floor marker above will be used under each desk to mark the space for each student
with a minimum measurement of 1.5+metres between students.
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Appendix G-Parent Orientation Videos
We thank those families who were able to join us live on September 1 for our parent
orientation sessions. If you were unable to join us or would simply like to review the discussion
again, click below to access any session:
Early Years Parent/Guardian Orientation - with Head of School Lori Binder, Elementary Principal

Joyce Kerr and Early Years Coordinator Lainie Filkow
Elementary Parent/Guardian Orientation - with Head of School Lori Binder and Elementary

Principal Joyce Kerr
High School Parent/Guardian Orientation - with Head of School Lori Binder and High School

Principal Tracy White
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Appendix H – MB Screening Questions
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Appendix I- Letter to Families –
September 4, 2020
Dear Gray Academy Families:
Following three amazing days with our faculty and staff, we are ready to open our doors to welcome
your children for an exciting 2020-2021 school year.
This email provides you with essential information for next week. Please read through this
message thoroughly and carefully!

Below you will find:
•

What all families need to know

•

What parents need to know for JK/K in-person conversations

•

What you need to know for student orientation days

•

What you need to know for the first day of school

WHAT ALL FAMILIES NEED TO KNOW
Updates to Gray Academy’s Framework for Reopening 2020-2021
•

Click here to access our updated Framework for Reopening.

•

All additions and updates are noted clearly.

EduSafe App for Daily Student Health Screening
•

Over the long weekend, all families will receive an email directly from EduSafe with your
temporary password and instructions to create your account.

•

You will need to download the free app from Apple’s app store, book mark this link on
any device or go to Gray Academy’s website for the link to complete the screening each
day.

•

If you have an Android device, EduSafe is finalizing the development of their Android app
and once it is ready, we will let you know.
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Nameplate for Your Vehicle
•

At the end of your first child(ren)’s Orientation Day, you will receive the name card for
your vehicle(s).

•

You must display the name card on the driver's side of your dashboard (or visor) every day
at pick-up.

•

If you require more than two name cards for your family, please email Lisa Boroditsky.

Subscribe to the 2020-2021 Calendar
•

For your convenience, you can subscribe to our Gray Academy calendar on your smart
phone

•

If you have already subscribed to Gray Academy’s school calendar, you do not need to
re-subscribe.

•

If you are a first-time subscriber, click here for step by step directions. Please note you must
open the links below on your iPhone.

•

Click here to subscribe to our full school-wide calendar

•

Click here to subscribe to High School events only

•

Click here to subscribe to Elementary events only

•

The calendar is also available to families online at all times at grayacademy.ca.

•

If you need assistance, please contact our Gray Academy Technology Consultant, Judy
Doctoroff.

Password for the Family Portal
•

Our website, grayacademy.ca, features a password-protected section just for Gray
Academy families.

•

Login privileges are available to currently enrolled Gray Academy families only.

•

If you already have a login, you do not need to re-register.

•

If you are new to Gray Academy and have not yet logged in, click here and follow the
instructions. Once received, your request will be approved by the next school day.

Uniforms
•

All Elementary students should come to orientation day in their gym uniform.

•

Students in Grades 7-10 may come in their gym uniform or regular uniform. If they come
in a regular uniform, students must bring their gym uniform with them.
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•

Students in Grades 11-12 must come in their regular uniform.

•

If you need any new uniform items, click here to find everything you need, including sizing
information and how to order from Top Marks.

•

We are very pleased that so many families took advantage of our Pre-Loved Uniform
request system over the summer. We are pausing this service briefly while we get the
school year running; we will let families know as soon as it resumes.

We are Here to Support You and Your Children
Right now, many of us - parents and children alike - are feeling anxious about the start of school.
Here are a few things to keep in mind:
•

Our staff and faculty have worked very hard to create a safe and welcoming environment
for your children.

•

Children easily pick up on how the adults in their lives are feeling.We encourage all families
to take the weekend to discuss the positives of returning to school, including seeing
friends, meeting teachers and getting back into routines.

•

If your child is struggling with heading back to school, please do not hesitate to reach
out to our Student Support Services team or your principal at any time:
Elementary Guidance - Marcelo Mohadeb
High School Guidance - Lindsey Leipsic

JK & K IN-PERSON MEETINGS
By now, all JK and K families should have an appointment to meet their child(ren)'s Early Years
teacher on Sept 8, 9 or 10.

On the day of your meeting:
•

please park in the middle stalls, by the Gray Academy billboard.

•

enter through the side door, which takes you directly into the Early Years wing.

•

all adults must wear a mask when entering.

•

all adults must submit a visitor health screening form no earlier than the morning of your
appointment.
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GRADE 1-12 STUDENT ORIENTATION DAYS
Tuesday, September 8 – Day 1 – Grades 5/6 and Grades 7/8
Wednesday, September 9 – Day 2 – Grades 3/4 and Grades 9/10
Thursday, September 10 – Day 3 – Grades 1/2 and Grades 11/12

What you need to know:
•

Our new drop-off and pick-up routines begin on orientation day. Please know your zone
and your time!

•

Students in Grades 4-12 must enter the building with a mask on; students in
Grades 1-3 are strongly encouraged to do so.

•

All students need to bring a lunch, snacks and a filled water bottle. (Please note that
Schmoozers will not yet be open for lunch delivery orders.)

•

Students in Grades 1-6 should bring their school supplies to set up their desks.

•

High school students do not need to bring all supplies, just a binder with paper, a pen
and their laptop/tablet. (Remember that cell phones will not be permitted in class; they
must be stored in lockers!)

FIRST DAY OF SCHOOL - ALL STUDENTS
•

Friday, September 11 is the first full day of classes for all students.

•

Friday is Day 4 in our 6-day cycle.

•

Supervision programs also begin on Friday for registered students. Registered families will
receive further details via email next week.

•

We thank all families who have signed the verification and attestation form acknowledging
they have read, understand and agree to all health and safety protocols outlined in our
Framework for Reopening 2020-2021. Any family that has not signed this form will be
contacted over the long weekend, as no child will be admitted to school without this
step completed.

QUESTIONS
•

As we all navigate the first days of school together, we know many of you will have
feedback, questions and suggestions.
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•

Please email us anytime to share your thoughts.

Thank you once again for your invaluable support and partnership in providing a meaningful, safe
and productive year for all our students and staff.
Have a wonderful long weekend and Shabbat Shalom,
Lori Binder
Head of School and CEO
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Appendix J- Letter to Families –
September 18, 2020
Dear Gray Academy Families:
Today marks the completion of our first full week back at school with all students from Junior
Kindergarten through Grade 12. And what a week it's been! I want to take this opportunity to thank
you for your ongoing commitment and partnership and to provide an update on your children, our
health and safety protocols and our new school year so far.

I want to extend my deep gratitude and appreciation to our faculty, staff and board, who helped
plan for our reopening of school. Thank you to the AJCC for the facility improvements that have
been made, as well as the dramatic increase in cleaning and sanitization in our building.

I am also grateful to our Pandemic Response Team, which includes members of our
administration, teachers, directors of the Winnipeg Board of Jewish Education (WBJE) and
external medical professionals who have provided expert advice every step of the way. The work of
this group is supported by weekly discussions with the Department of Education, Manitoba
Federation of Independent Schools and the Canadian Association of Independent Schools,
which provide an important pathway for the latest information and best practices. Every single day,
Gray Academy is evaluating, re-evaluating, collaborating and learning.

As we approach the Jewish New Year this evening, we customarily offer friends and loved ones
blessings for a year filled with joy and good health. This year, we cannot simply wish it. We all need
to take an active role in keeping ourselves, our children and our community healthy and well.
As you know from your thorough and careful read of our Framework for Reopening 2020-2021, we
have multi-layered protocols in place to safeguard our students, staff and community. Taken
together, these multiple layers go above and beyond minimum provincial requirements and
facilitate having your children learning in school full days, five days a week. You can look forward to
seeing the latest update to our Framework next week.
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These layers include:
•

daily health screening for students and staff;

•

keeping symptomatic children at home, even when you know it's likely just a seasonal
sniffle;

•

keeping students in their cohorts at school, which is going incredibly well;

•

diligent hand hygiene throughout the day;

•

mask use, according to Manitoba Public Health guidelines;

•

protocols for physical distancing;

•

new morning drop-off and afternoon pick-up routines;

•

minimizing visitors in our building and keeping all students on campus during the day;

•

increased cleaning and sanitization of desks, washrooms, play equipment and all
frequently touched surfaces;

•

upgrades to Asper Jewish Community Campus (AJCC) ventilation systems;

•

leveraging outdoor spaces, including our ample field space for PhysEd and our new
outdoor classroom for High School lessons;

•

parents enforcing public health protocols outside of school hours.

Even the best protocols in the world would fail immediately without the cooperation and commitment
of our families. We are incredibly grateful to you not only for supporting the protocols in place at
school but also for reinforcing them at home. We have given you a lot to read, much to absorb and
many new routines to follow. Your active support for our efforts is invaluable.

Your children are also doing a great job learning new routines, which are taught and
reinforced daily in and out of the classroom. Our teachers and staff are working actively every day to
support understanding of and compliance with our health and safety protocols at every age and
stage, whether they are leveraging our newly acquired library of pandemic-themed picture books for
our youngest learners or engaging senior High School students in peer-to-peer discussion and
messaging.

That said, I want you to know that students are not focusing on COVID all day long. Once they
settle into their classrooms each day, they can enjoy the warmth and comfort of familiar spaces,
routines and being in community. They can turn their minds to learning new concepts,
developing new skills and connecting with friends and teachers. On that note, we are excited to have
you meet your children's teachers next week via Zoom. Stay tuned for links.
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Overall, we are delighted with how well our first days have gone. But now is not the time to relax
any of our standards.

We are acutely aware that COVID-19 has already impacted some Winnipeg schools. Even with
our very best collaborative efforts, I cannot promise you that our school will never be touched by this
virus. However, I can promise that we remain vigilant, we remain diligent, and our first priority
every single day is doing our utmost to have our students understand and internalize their role
in protecting themselves and others.
In the meantime, I encourage all families to take a pause and reflect on the gift of having students
back in school, where they belong. Please continue to reinforce the essentials of hand hygiene,
mask use, distancing and other precautions outside of school hours with your children.
Check in with them. Encourage them to open up about how they are feeling, challenges they may be
facing, and how we can work together to help them in age-appropriate ways.

Gray Academy has always been more than a school. We are a community, and we care for one
another. You have entrusted us with the well-being of your children every day, something we take
more seriously than any other aspect of school operations. On behalf of our board, faculty and
staff, I thank you for the trust and confidence you put in us each and every day.

Shabbat shalom and shana tova,

Lori Binder
Head of School and CEO
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Appendix K- Letter to Families –
September 25, 2020
PROVINCIAL PANDEMIC RESPONSE UPDATE:
Winnipeg Elevated to Orange, Schools Remain at Yellow
Dear Gray Academy Families:
Today the Province of Manitoba announced that Winnipeg (and several surrounding
communities) will be elevated to Restricted (Orange) status, effective Monday,
September 28, with new measures being put in place to help slow the spread of COVID19.

IMPORTANT: THERE IS NO CHANGE TO EXISTING DIRECTIVES FOR SCHOOLS.
Manitoba schools remain in Caution (Yellow) status. This means all of our students,
JK through Grade 12, will continue to learn in school daily.

What families need to know
•

schools will re-open for students next week under the same protocols that have
been in place since the start of the school year.

•

Gray Academy students in JK through Grade 12 will continue to attend classes
at school daily.

•

Gray Academy's health and safety protocols continue to be informed by provincial
and public health guidelines, which we monitor and respond to in real time.

•

There will be no major changes to school routines and protocols at this time.

•

We have made updates to our Framework for Health and Safety 202021 (including its title) to address early dismissal times, access to Schmoozers and
more (all marked clearly in orange).

•

We are prepared to continue teaching and learning should any grade or cohort
be required to isolate at home.
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•

Should the government/public health mandate that we shift to remote learning,
we are ready to do so.

•

We continue to teach students in all grades about our protocols and their
importance not only in keeping school open but also in keeping everyone in their
home and community safe and well.

New mandates for Winnipeg starting Monday
•

Masks will be mandatory in all indoor public places.

•

Gatherings will be restricted to 10 people indoors and outside.

•

These restrictions come into force Monday, September 28 and will be in place for
a minimum of four weeks.

Your partnership remains essential
Our families have been doing an excellent job of screening their children daily, adapting to
new routines and keeping symptomatic students at home. But we cannot become
complacent if we are to keep our school open and our community safe.

All students, staff and families play an invaluable role in safeguarding the health and
well-being of our school community. Our protocols are in force throughout our building
during school hours. They are strengthened immeasurably when all the same
precautions are carried forward at home and in public.

These include:
•

keeping children at home if they are sick

•

ensuring all family members wash/sanitize their hands frequently

•

limiting the number of close contacts outside your household

•

maintaining physical distance when you are with people outside your household

•

avoiding crowded spaces

•

wearing a mask when physical distancing is not possible

•

keeping all gatherings to 10 people or fewer, indoors and out; this can be hard
at holiday times, but it is extremely important

Over the coming week, please talk with your children and family members. Remind
them, in age-specific ways, of the importance of following public health guidelines in
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and out of school. Decide, as a family, how you are going to spend your social time
and with whom.

Thank you!
Thank you for your understanding and support. At this time, when we look ahead to what
the new year will bring, we are grateful beyond measure to have healthy, happy
children learning in our building. Together, we will continue to do everything we can to
keep them well and keep them at school.

Take care of yourselves, your children and our community.

Shabbat shalom and g'mar chatima tova,

Lori Binder
Head of School and CEO
lbinder@grayacademy.ca
204.477.7425
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Appendix L- Letter to Families – October
16, 2020
New Restrictions for Winnipeg, No Change for Schools
New and Ongoing Measures at Gray Academy for Health and Safety

As COVID-19 numbers continue to climb in Winnipeg, Dr. Brent Roussin announced new
restrictions today aimed at curtailing the spread of the virus in the city. These include new
limitations for bars, restaurants, sports and gaming facilities, as well as a reduction in the number of
people permitted at indoor and outdoor gatherings from 10 to five.

At the same time, Dr. Roussin reiterated that students in all grades will continue to learn at
school, emphasizing that schools "have been doing tremendous work on keeping the transmission
down."

We commend the Province for its commitment to keeping children in school, the safest and best
place for their learning and for their physical and emotional well-being.

At the same time, we are taking proactive steps to be ready for additional health and safety
requirements that may come our way..

New and Ongoing Measures at Gray Academy
•

We continue to enforce the protocols detailed in our Framework for Health and Safety, which
are stricter than current government requirements.

•

All students, JK through Grade 12, are already kept in cohorts; students in Grades 1 through
6 (and some high school classes) are spaced two metres (6 feet) apart in their classes.

•

Even though the government has not yet mandated that we do so, we are starting now to
examine ways to leverage additional spaces in our building so that all students in all
grades, including high school and early years students, can be spaced two metres (6 feet)
apart.
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•

Our Pandemic Response Team (administrators, teachers, directors of the Winnipeg Board
of Jewish Education (WBJE) and external medical advisors) continues to evaluate, reevaluate and adjust our protocols to ensure we are doing our utmost to keep our students
and staff safe at school.

•

This work is complemented by frequent discussions with the Department of Education,
Manitoba Federation of Independent Schools and the Canadian Association of Independent
Schools to ensure we remain on top of the latest information and best practices.

•

We will continue to ensure timely communication to our families regarding any and all
updates from the Province specific to schools.

What We Need from Families
Our families have done a tremendous job not only supporting our protocols at school but also
reinforcing them at home. These measures are strengthened immeasurably when all the same
precautions are carried forward outside school hours.

In keeping with our Jewish values of respect, compassion, leadership and community, we all must
work together to safeguard the health and well-being of our students, staff and community.

Please continue to:
•

keep children (and adults!) at home if they are sick, even if symptoms are mild;

•

keep gatherings to 5 people or fewer, indoors and out;

•

limit the number of close contacts outside your household;

•

avoid crowded spaces;

•

maintain physical distance when you are with people outside your household;

•

wear a mask when you are out in public and physical distancing is not possible;

•

ensure all family members wash/sanitize their hands frequently.

Thank you for your support
We are incredibly grateful for all you have done so far. Please continue your vigilance. Together,
we will continue doing everything we can to keep our children well and keep them at school.
Wishing you a safe and restful Shabbat,
Lori Binder
Head of School and CEO
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Appendix M – Letter to Families –
October 22, 2020
Winnipeg Schools Shift to "Orange" as of Monday, Oct 26
Students Continue to Learn at School

At 12:30 p.m. today, Dr. Brent Roussin announced new restrictions aimed at curtailing the
spread of COVID-19 in Winnipeg, including shifting schools from Yellow (Caution) to Orange
(Restricted) status as of Monday, October 26.

As we informed all families last Friday, Gray Academy has already taken proactive steps to be
ready for these additional health and safety requirements.

Dr. Roussin reiterated there has been minimal transmission within K-12 schools, owing to the
very effective implementation of cohorts and other public health measures in schools. At the same
time, new measure are being put in place now because of escalating community transmission.

What the Province will require as of Monday
•

All grades will continue to learn at school, in cohorts.

•

Starting Monday, all students in all grades must be kept two metres (six feet) apart, to the
greatest extent possible, during classes.

•

Starting Monday, teachers moving between cohorts must wear disposable, medical-grade
masks at school (not N-95).

•

Extra-curricular activities may continue, as long as distance can be maintained.

Ongoing measures at Gray Academy
•

All students, JK through Grade 12, have been kept in cohorts since the beginning of the
school year.

•

Earlier this week, we already implemented the use of disposable, medical-grade masks
for all faculty and staff, regardless of whether they are crossing cohorts.

•

Students in Grades 1 through 6 (and some high school classes) have been spaced two
metres (6 feet) apart in their classes since the beginning of the school year.
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•

We began last week to move furniture and plan for the leveraging of additional spaces in
our building to have all students in all grades spaced two metres (6 feet) apart, to the
greatest extent possible.

•

Tomorrow's in-service provides an important block of time for all staff to collaborate and
plan for the implementation of new measures.

•

We continue to enforce the protocols detailed in our Framework for Health and Safety, which
will be updated once again next week to reflect the latest information.

Join us for "30 Days in 30 Minutes"
•

Please join our me and our school principals live online October 28, from 7 - 7:30 p.m., for
a half-hour update on the first 30 school days.

•

All parents/guardians are welcome, pre-registration is required.

•

Click here to register and submit any questions you may have, in advance.

•

The discussion will center on what's been happening at school and how students are
adjusting to new routines and protocols.

Keep up the great work
Dr. Roussin pointed to gatherings and not staying home when sick as two major factors spurring
elevated community transmission. Our families have done a tremendous job supporting our
health and safety protocols at school, at home and in public.

In keeping with our Jewish values of respect, compassion, leadership and community, we all must
continue to work together to safeguard the health and well-being of our students, staff and
families.

Please continue to:
•

keep children (and adults!) at home if they are sick, even if symptoms are mild;

•

keep gatherings to 5 people or fewer, indoors and out;

•

limit the number of close contacts outside your household;

•

avoid crowded spaces;

•

maintain physical distance when you are with people outside your household;

•

wear a mask when you are out in public and physical distancing is not possible;

•

ensure all family members wash/sanitize their hands frequently.
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Gratitude
We commend the Province for its commitment to keeping children in school, the safest and best
place for their learning and for their physical and emotional well-being. We are also incredibly
grateful to our families for their continued vigilance. Together, we will continue doing everything we
can to keep our children well and keep them at school.
Sincerely,
Lori Binder
Head of School and CEO
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Appendix N – Gray Academy Health
Screening Questions
IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS
The following Daily Health Screening must be completed digitally by
a PARENT/GUARDIAN. A separate form must be completed DAILY for EACH CHILD.
The form must be completed, whether your child is coming to school today or not. If you
are keeping your child home due to COVID-19 related symptoms, you do not need to
report the absence to the office, this form is sufficient.
If you are keeping your child home (or if your child will arrive late today) for ANY
OTHER REASON, please contact the office: grayacademy@grayacademy.ca or 204477-7410.
Has ANYONE in your household tested positive for COVID-19 in the past 14 days?
Is ANYONE in your household awaiting results of a COVID-19 test?
Has your child had fever and/or chills TODAY or YESTERDAY?
Does your child have any of the following symptoms TODAY? New or worsening cough unrelated to an ongoing condition such as asthma or allergies, Difficulty Breathing - unrelated
to an ongoing condition such as asthma or allergies.

Does your child have any of the following symptoms TODAY? Sore throat, Hoarse
voice, Loss of sense of smell and/or taste.

Has your child had any of the following symptoms YESTERDAY or TODAY? Vomiting,
Diarrhea for more than 24 hours.

Does your child have any of the following symptoms TODAY? Runny nose, Muscle pain,
(unrelated to injury), Unexplained fatigue, Pink eye, Headache, Unexplained rash,
Nausea, Loss of appetite.

Is ANYONE in your household showing symptoms related to COVID-19(see previous
screens)?
In the past 14 days, has anyone in your household travelled outside of
Manitoba (excluding Western Canada, the Territories or Ontario west of Terrace Bay)?
Has anyone in your household been in close contact with a confirmed case of
COVID-19 in the past 14 days OR been in a setting identified as high risk for acquiring
COVID-19, such as a flight, workplace or event with a confirmed cluster of cases?
If the answer is yes to any of the above, the individual may not come into school.
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Appendix O – Letter to Families –
October 26, 2020
As you know, all Winnipeg schools have now shifted from Yellow (Caution) to Orange
(Restricted) pandemic response as of today, Monday, October 26. Gray Academy was prepared
for the new health and safety requirements, some of which were implemented well before last
Friday's announcement.

Today, students were feeling excited about continuing to learn at school. Our high school
students, in particular, are now situated in some creative but practical spaces that provide the
requisite two-metres of distance. Several high school students have already approached their
principal with valuable suggestions to make their movements and classes more comfortable and
efficient. We are very proud of how our students are demonstrating adaptability and a positive
outlook.

Updates to our Framework for Health and Safety
We have updated our Framework for Health and Safety to reflect the latest directives and
additions. Please review the changes, which are marked clearly throughout the document and also
compiled on a single "Updates" page.

New and ongoing measures at Gray Academy
•

All faculty and staff have now been using disposable, medical-grade masks for a full
week, regardless of whether they are crossing cohorts.

•

Students in Grades 1-6 have been situated two metres (six feet) apart since the beginning
of the school year.

•

Last week, we were proactive in moving cubbies and coat hooks from our Kindergarten
rooms into the hall to create more space for students.

•

We connected on Friday with the Province's Early Childhood Education Consultant to
discuss strategies for protecting the balance between protocols and meeting the social,
emotional and developmental needs of our youngest students.
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•

Over the weekend, we moved furniture and marked floors to leverage additional spaces in
our building for Grades 7-12, including the Berney Theatre, the Berney foyer, the Youth
Lounge, the library and others, which means all high school students are now spaced
two metres (6 feet) apart during classes, to the greatest extent possible.

•

High School students in some of our larger classes are now divided into two
rooms. While some students are in the room with their teacher, others are tuning in via
Google Classroom from across the hall (please ensure students in Grades 7-12 have
earbuds at school, charged and ready to use!) The teacher can move easily between rooms
to work with all students, as needed.

•

We have set up additional study spaces in some of our hallways, in the rotunda and in the
library atrium to ensure students can remain distanced during lunch and free periods.

Join us for "30 Days in 30 Minutes"
•

Please join our administrators live online October 28, from 7 - 7:30 p.m., for a half-hour
update on the first 30 school days.

•

All parents/guardians are welcome, pre-registration is required.

•

Click here to register and submit any questions you may have, in advance.

•

The discussion will center on what's been happening at school and how students are
adjusting to new routines and protocols.

Keep up the great work
Our families have done a tremendous job supporting our health and safety protocols at
school, at home and in public. In keeping with our Jewish values of respect, compassion, leadership
and community, we all must continue to work together to safeguard the health and well-being of
our students, staff and families.
Gratitude
We commend the Province for its commitment to keeping children in school, the safest and best
place for their learning and for their physical and emotional well-being. We are also incredibly
grateful to our families for their continued vigilance. Together, we will continue doing everything we
can to keep our children well and keep them at school.
Sincerely,
Lori Binder
Head of School and CEO
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Appendix P – 30 Days in 30 Minutes
Gray Parent Café Video – October 29,
2020
Click here.
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Appendix Q - Letter to Families –
October 30, 2020
Winnipeg Shifts to Red, Schools Remain Orange
Province urges all Manitobans to stay home, so students can stay in school

At 12:30 p.m. today, Dr. Brent Roussin announced new restrictions aimed at curtailing the rising
community spread of COVID-19 in Winnipeg:
•

The Winnipeg Metropolitan Region is shifting to Red (Critical) pandemic response
status as of Monday, November 2.

•

The rest of the province and all Manitoba schools remain in Orange (Restricted)
response status.

What you need to know about school
•

All grades will continue to learn at school

•

The proactive steps we have taken over the past two weeks mean Gray Academy is fully
compliant with all Public Health requirements.

•

As of last Monday, all students in all grades are spaced two metres (six feet) apart, to
the greatest extent possible, during classes.

•

Most of our extra-curricular activities may continue, as long as all public health orders
can be observed.

•

Phys Ed classes will continue; students in Grade 4 and up must now wear masks during
Phys Ed.

•

Students in Grades 4 through 6 will now wear their masks during recess, to add another
layer of protection during outdoor play.

•

Contactless lunch delivery from Schmoozers continues for at least the next week; please
call to set up an account if you would like to order lunches; our GAPA hot lunch program
continues as usual.

•

Extracurricular sports are not permitted at this time.

•

We have added a full-time staff member dedicated to monitoring health and safety
compliance among students in the High School.

•

Since the start of the school year, we have had staff "spritzing" all Elementary students'
hands before they enter school; we will now have the same at our High School entrance.
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•

We are sending all students in Grades 1 though 12 home today with two additional
reusable masks, provided by the Province, to add to their supply.

•

Principals are talking to all students this afternoon to explain changes and answer
questions.

What you need to know about "Red" response for Winnipeg
•

Dr. Roussin reiterated that "schools have really been fantastic partners, and we're not seeing
transmission in schools," primarily because of cohorting, distancing and other health
measures.

•

He reported that community transmission is escalating because of social gatherings.

•

He also emphasized these latest restrictions are essential to ensure we can still have
children going to school, which he deems is best for their mental health and well-being.

•

In addition to new restrictions, Dr. Roussin called on all Manitobans to stay home as much
as possible and to reduce their contacts and interactions outside their own household.

Our Framework for Health and Safety
•

We continue to enforce the protocols detailed in our Framework for Health and Safety

•

We have updated the document today to reflect the latest directinves

•

We have also added a new infographic outlining our COVID-19 Communication Process
in the event of a positive test within our school community.

•

Recent updates are marked clearly throughout the document and also compiled on Page
1.

Even greater vigilance
•

Our families have done a tremendous job supporting our health and safety protocols at
school, including daily health screening and keeping symptomatic children at home.

•

We must all remain equally vigilant about public health orders outside school hours.

•

Please continue to limit social interactions outside your household.

•

We recognize no parent wants to keep their children cooped up and away from family
and friends, but this is what we all need to do now to protect ourselves and others.

•

Mayor Brian Bowman has urged all families to cancel any plans to participate in
Halloween activities outside their own household.
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•

In keeping with our Jewish values of respect, compassion, leadership and community, we all
must continue to work together to safeguard the health and well-being of our students,
staff and community.

Thankful for continued in-school learning
We commend the Province for its commitment to keeping children in school, the safest and best
place for their learning and for their physical and emotional well-being.
We are also incredibly grateful to our families for their continued support and caring for each
other. Together, we will continue doing everything we can to keep our children well and keep
them at school.
I wish you all a restful and safe Shabbat,
Lori Binder
Head of School and CEO
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Appendix R - Letters to Families – New
November 3, 2020
UPDATE: Changes to Our Daily Screening and Framework
Based on the Latest Directive from Public Health

The beautiful blue sky and sunshine today are a welcome contrast to the daily realities of a
pandemic. Thankfully, our students are thoroughly enjoying the mild weather, neighbourhood walks
with teachers, outdoor Phys Ed classes and more. Even with ongoing changes and restrictions,
students are in excellent spirits, and they continue to feel positive about being at school.

New directive from public health
Nonetheless, as Winnipeg remains in Red (Critical) pandemic response status, Dr. Brent Roussin
has announced new self-isolation criteria aimed at curtailing community spread of COVID-19:
•

Up to now, public health officials have advised that anyone who is symptomatic must selfisolate, according to public health guidelines.

•

NEW: public health now advises that if any household member is symptomatic, the
entire household must self-isolate, according to public health guidelines.

•

Exemptions are in place for asymptomatic household members who are health-care workers
or first responders.
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•

Click here for details from the Province on the exact steps required for self-isolation.

What our families need to know
•

Manitoba schools remain in Orange (Restricted) pandemic response status, which means
all students in all grades continue to learn in school.

•

Up to now, our daily health screening has focused on the health of each individual
student.

•

NEW: starting today, if anyone in the household is symptomatic, all students in the
household must remain at home.

•

We have added a new field to our daily heath screening form to reflect this change.

•

As of yesterday, students in Grades 4, 5 and 6 must be in masks during recess, when
maintaining the requisite 2 metres (6 feet) of distance between students is most challenging.

•

NEW: because Grades 3 and 4 are together in one cohort, we will now have Grade 3
students in masks during recess as well.

Updates to our Framework
•

We continue to enforce the protocols detailed in our Framework for Health and Safety.

•

We updated the document today to reflect the latest directives and decisions.

•

Recent updates are marked clearly and are also compiled on Page 1.

Continued vigilance is critical
•

Our families have done a tremendous job supporting our health and safety protocols at
school, including daily health screening and keeping symptomatic/exposed children at home.

•

Please continue to limit social interactions outside your household.

•

In keeping with our Jewish values of respect, compassion, leadership and community, we all
must continue to work together to safeguard the health and well-being of our students,
staff and community.

Gratitude
Thank you, once again, for your continued support and caring for each other. Together, we will
continue doing everything we can to keep our children well and keep them at school.
Lori Binder
Head of School and CEO
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New Protocol for Grade 3 - Masks at Recess
Dear Grade 3 Families:
As you know, Gray Academy has taken a multi-layered approach to health and safety for
students, staff and families since the start of the school year. including cohorting, mask use and
ensuring students stay home when they are unwell. Students have been doing an excellent job
following all protocols, and we thank our families for their invaluable support.

Now that Winnipeg is in Red (Critical) pandemic response status, students in Grades 4, 5 and 6
must be in masks during recess, when maintaining the requisite 2 metres (6 feet) of distance
between students is most challenging.
Because Grades 3 and 4 are together in one cohort, we will now have Grade 3 students in masks
during recess as well.

What you need to know:
•

Starting tomorrow, Wednesday, November 4 all Grade 3 students must wear a
mask during recess.

•

Grade 3 students have already been wearing masks when they arrive and leave school each
day.

•

This new protocol is an extra layer of protection for fellow students, as well as staff and
families.

•

This protocol will remain in effect while Winnipeg remains Red; when this status changes,
we will evaluate next steps.

•

HaMorah Joyce is talking with all Grade 3 students today to help them understand the
new protocol, to help them feel comfortable with it and to answer their questions.

•

We have an ample supply of child-sized disposable masks available at school should your
child need an extra mask at any time.

We are currently updating our Framework for Health and Safety to include this new protocol for
Grade 3, as well as new directives announced yesterday by Public Health. All families will
receive a detailed email later today regarding these updates.
Thank you, once again, for your incredible support and cooperation. We are thrilled to have your
children at school, where they belong, and will continue to do all we can to keep them leaning in
our building.
Lori Binder
Head of School and CEO
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Appendix S - Letter to Families –New
November 6, 2020
Critical Service Workers: Respond by Nov 10
Information vital to our pandemic response planning

As you know, Manitoba schools remain in Orange (Restricted) pandemic response status, while
Winnipeg has escalated to Red (Critical).

Proactive planning
Right now, the Province is taking steps to keep all students in school. While we do not expect
any change for schools in the near future, we are working hard to ensure we are fully prepared
for any possibility.

Gray Away for K-Grade 12
We do not expect to see schools in a full shut-down situation like we saw last spring. However,
if schools were to be shifted to Red by public health, we are fully prepared to have all students in
K-12 pivot to Gray Away remote learning, with the exceptions outlined below and with in-school
academic and mental health supports available to all students who need it.

K- Grade 6 Children of Critical Service Workers (CSWs)
K-Grade 6 students who are children of CSWs, as defined by Manitoba Education, would be
eligible to participate in Gray Away in our school building, with staff supervision, if those parents
are unable to provide alternate care arrangements at home.
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Junior Kindergarten
Months ago, we worked with the Province to ensure we could keep our JK open, under the protocols
for Early Education and Childcare facilities, in the event of a province-wide shift to Red status for
schools. As a result of these efforts, our JK would continue to operate, within the provincial
pandemic response guidelines, which may include reduced numbers per classroom. JK students
who are children of CSWs would have first priority.

Manitoba Education considers the following to be critical services workers:

Tier One
•

Health/health services workers (does NOT include support staff)

•

Kindergarten to Grade 12 education providers (includes all teachers, EAs, administrators and
support staff)

•

Child care workers

•

Law enforcement

•

Corrections workers

•

Fire and paramedic first responders

•

Direct Social Services and child protection workers

Tier Two
Once all Tier One families are accommodated, Gray Academy will then accommodate Tier Two
workers, including:
•

front-line natural resource workers

•

public infrastructure workers (water, hydro, gas, telephone, etc.)

•

grocery store staff

•

gas station attendants

•

hospital/clinic support staff

•

others, as determined by Manitoba Education

We are incredibly grateful to all our parents who are critical workers, providing crucial services
during these challenging times. Accommodating these families would enable CSWs to continue their
invaluable service to the community.
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Next steps for Gray Academy families
•

If you are a critical service worker AND your children are in JK-Grade 6 AND you would be
unable to make alternate supervision arrangements for your children at home, please click
here and complete the form by Tuesday, November 10.

•

If only one parent/guardian falls under Tier One or Tier Two, please fill in the information
for Parent 1 only.

•

If both parents/guardians fall under Tier One and/or Tier Two, please fill in the information
for both Parent 1 and Parent 2

•

If you do not fall into any of the employment categories listed above, please do not fill
in the form.

Keeping our families informed
We will continue to keep all Gray Academy families informed whenever there is new information or
new directives from the Province.
Thank you for cooperation and support!
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Appendix T - Letter to Families –New
November 9, 2020
Update from Manitoba Education:
Provincial Learning Supports and Three New PD Days

Today Manitoba's Education Minister, Kelvin Goertzen, announced new supports for teachers,
including three additional PD days and a centralized repository of teacher resources.

Once develop, the new initiative aims to support support throughout the province when remote
learning is required.
Robust resources in place for Gray Away
•

Right now, in accordance with Orange (Restricted) pandemic response status for schools, all
our students are learning in school five days a week.

•

The school is currently supporting students who must isolate at home and/or cannot
attend school due to compromised immunity.

•

We do not expect a shift to remote learning anytime in the near future; should we be
mandated to do so, Gray Away is ready to deploy immediately.

•

We are very pleased to remind all families that robust plans and resources for remote
learning have already been in place at Gray Academy since last year, when we launched
Gray Away.

•

Families can access our Gray Away Plan for Remote Learning anytime.
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Three new PD days added for Manitoba teachers
The minister also announced the addition of three non-instructional days to the 2020-21 school
calendar so that schools can focus on collaborative planning and teacher supports:
•

Two of these days must be scheduled before winter break; the third may be planned
anytime.

•

Gray Academy has set aside Thursday, December 17 and Friday, December 18 as our
pre-winter break PD days.

•

We will schedule the third additional day later in the school year and will inform families as
soon as the date is confirmed.

•

Our In-Service Supervision program will run, with priority for students who have already
enrolled.

Are you a Critical Service Worker?
•

Last week, we sent an email asking all families to help support our contingency planning by
letting us know if they are working in sectors deemed Critical Services by Manitoba
Education

•

If you are a critical service worker AND your children are in JK-Grade 6 AND you would be
unable to make alternate supervision arrangements for your children at home in the event of
a mandated shift to remote learning, please be sure to click here and complete the form by
Tuesday, November 10.

•

If you do not fall into any of the employment categories listed above, please do not
respond.

Thank you, once again, for your continued support.
Sincerely,
Lori Binder
Head of School and CEO
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Appendix U - Letter to Families –New
November 10, 2020
Schools Remain Orange, All of Manitoba Shifts to Red,
Critical restrictions to curtail community spread, ensure students can stay in school

At 10:30 a.m. today, Dr. Brent Roussin announced new provincewide restrictions aimed at
curtailing the rising community spread of COVID-19 in Winnipeg:
•

All Manitoba schools remain in Orange (Restricted) response status.

•

The entire province will move to Red (Critical) pandemic response status as of
Thursday, November 12.

What you need to know about school
•

There is no change for schools, all grades will continue to learn in our building.

•

The proactive steps we have taken in recent weeks mean Gray Academy is fully
compliant with all Public Health requirements.

•

Extra-curricular activities at school will continue.

•

We are waiting for confirmation as to whether contactless lunch delivery from
Schmoozers will continue; we will keep families informed as soon as possible.

•

We will also confirm any information regarding GAPA hot lunch program.

What you need to know about Red response across Manitoba
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•

Dr. Roussin reiterated that transmission is not occurring in schools.

•

He emphasized these latest restrictions are essential to ensure we can still have children
going to school, which he deems is best for their mental health and well-being.

•

He stated that "Keeping schools open is important for children. They need a sense of
normalcy."

•

He reported that community transmission is escalating because of social gatherings,
which is why all social gatherings are now prohibited.

•

Social contact must be limited to our own households.

•

Essential businesses, such as grocery stores, pharmacies, gas stations, etc., will remain
open, at 25% capacity.

•

All cultural, religious, fitness and recreation facilities must shut down.

•

Restaurants may remain open for takeout and delivery only.

Thankful for continued in-school learning
We commend the Province for its commitment to keeping children in school, the safest and best
place for their learning and for their physical and emotional well-being.
We are also incredibly grateful to our families for their continued vigilance. In keeping with our
Jewish values of respect, compassion, leadership and community, we all must continue to work
together to safeguard the health and well-being of our students, staff and community.
Together, we will continue doing everything we can to keep our children well and keep them at
school.
Lori Binder
Head of School and CEO
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Appendix V - Letter to Families –New
November 27, 2020
UPDATES: Framework for Health and Safety and Support
for Learning from Home
New information and updates for our students and families

Over the last few days, our teachers have had productive conferences with parents and
families via Zoom. We hope your children have enjoyed the brief break from school, but we
definitely miss their lively energy in our building. We are looking forward to welcoming
them back on Monday.

Updates to our Framework
While schools remain in Orange (Restricted) pandemic response status, we continue to
plan proactively for evolving public health orders, including the possibility that the
Province could shift schools to Red (Critical) in the future.

As part of our preparations, we have updated our Framework for Health and Safety.
Updated, marked clearly in the table of contents, include:
•

Understanding Critical (Red) Pandemic Response - what such a shift would
mean for schools.

•

Support for Learning While at Home - this information is included in the
Framework, but you can click here now to view it as a separate document, for your
convenience.

•

Updated appendices - copies of all pandemic-related communications to families
from school this month.
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Reminder about masks
•

As you know, all students in Grade 1 through 12 are required to wear a mask
when arriving at and leaving school each day.

•

All students in Grades 3-6 are required to wear a mask during recess.

•

All students in Grade 4 and up are required to wear a mask during Phys Ed, at
their lockers and any other time they do not have two metres (six feet) of
distance between them: "when they move, they mask."

•

Please ensure ALL students in Grade 3 and up have a daily supply of three to
four clean masks to ensure they can change into a fresh one at intervals during
the day, as well as a clean container to store their masks when not in use.

Continued vigilance is critical
•

In keeping with our Jewish values of respect, compassion, leadership and
community, our families have done a tremendous job supporting our health and
safety protocols at school, including daily health screening and keeping
symptomatic/exposed children at home.

•

Please continue to stay home when any family member is symptomatic or
waiting on test results.
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•

Please continue to interact indoors ONLY with members of your own
household.

Gratitude
Thank you, once again, for your continued support and caring for each other. Together, we
will continue doing everything we can to keep our children well and keep them at
school.

Shabbat shalom,

Lori Binder
Head of School and CEO
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Appendix W - Letter to Families –New
December 1, 2020
PANDEMIC RESPONSE UPDATE:
Observing Orange, Ready for Red
The latest information for our students and families

This email covers:
•

Remaining vigilant in Orange pandemic response

•

Preparing for the possibility of Red pandemic response

•

Contingency plans for children of Critical Service Workers (CSWs) requiring
supervision

•

Contingency plans for Junior Kindergarten

•

Devices for JK-Grade 2

•

Plans for Gray Away

•

Winter break - will it be extended?

Continued vigilance in Orange
•

At this time, Manitoba schools remain in Orange (Restricted) pandemic
response status.

•

We continue to plan proactively for evolving public health orders, including the
possibility that the Province could shift schools to Red (Critical) response.

•

Your ongoing partnership and vigilance have helped keep our school community
healthy and safe.

•

Please continue to abide by all Manitoba public health orders, which allow our
students to continue learning together in school.

Preparing for the possibility of Red
•

It is still possible that the Province could shift schools to Red.
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•

Should this happen, it is unlikely we would see the same full shutdown we
had in the spring.

•

Since the summer, we have been preparing for any possibility, including fulltime remote learning.

•

This past Sunday, volunteer faculty and staff members met to continue our
planning.

•

We will be using December 17 and 18, two of the three professional development
days added to our calendar by the Province, to continue our planning for the
new year.

•

No matter what happens, our guiding principles will always remain at the
forefront: health and safety; mental health and wellness; adaptability and
flexibility.

Contingency plans for children of CSWs
•

In the event of a shift to Red, JK-Grade 6 children of CSWs who do not have
alternative supervision at home will continue to learn in the school building.

•

Thank you to all families who have already informed us that they fall into this
category.

•

If you are a CSW who requires supervision for your JK-Grade 6 child(ren) and
have not responded yet, please click here now and let us know as soon as
possible.

•

If you have already responded but your work or supervision circumstances
have changed, please contact our Elementary Principal, Joyce Kerr, as soon as
possible.

•

In the event of a shift to Red, specific, detailed instructions will be provided to
all parents who are CSWs.

Contingency plans for Junior Kindergarten
•

In the event of a shift to Red, we have requested permission to have our JK
continue to operate under the guidelines for childcare centres.

•

If we are permitted to keep JK open under these guidelines, priority would be
given to children of CSWs who do not have alternative supervision at home.
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•

In the event of a shift to Red, specific, detailed instructions will be provided to
all JK parents.

Devices for JK - Grade 2
•

For students in JK to Grade 2 who do not have a device available at home, we
have a limited number of Gray Academy tablets that could be taken home to
facilitate access to Gray Away.

•

If your JK-Grade 2 child(ren) would need a device to access remote learning from
home, please click here to let us know by Friday, December 4.

Plans for Gray Away
•

In the event of a shift to Red, Gray Away - our remote learning platform - is fully
updated and ready to deploy at any time.

•

While all students would move to Gray Away, children of CSWs (JK-Grade 6)
who do not have alternative supervision at home would continue to learn in the
school building.

•

Students requiring support from teachers and/or Student Support Services would
be able to come into the building for in-person support.

•

The school building would remain open, with teachers and administrators on
site and additional public health measures in place.

•

We would resume our staff advisory groups to ensure we continue to care for
our high school students' academic and emotional well-being.

•

We would continue our rich program with the intention of not only keeping our
students learning but also keeping them connected to their teachers,
classmates and school community.

•

In the event of a shift to Red, a specific, detailed communication will be sent to
all parents regarding timetables, expectations, assessments, etc.

Winter break
•

As you know, the Province has introduced the possibility of an extension to the
winter break for all schools.

•

At this time, we do not know the Province's final decision on winter break.
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•

Barring any change from the Province, our winter break for students begins
Thursday, December 17, and we return to school on Monday, January 4.

•

As a contingency, we will advise exactly what students may need to take home
before the break, including items from their lockers, their school supplies and
possible work packages.

•

We expect to hear a decision by the end of this week and will promptly provide
you with as much detail as possible.

Gratitude
Thank you, once again, for your continued support and caring for each other. Together, we
will continue doing everything we can to keep our children well and keep them learning
as a community.

Sincerely,

Lori Binder
Head of School and CEO
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Appendix X - Letter to Families –New
December 2, 2020
After Winter Break:
Grades 7-12 to Shift to Remote Learning for Two Weeks
JK - Grade 6 to continue learning in school, with remote option for K-6

Today Education Minister Kelvin Goertzen announced that all Manitoba students in
Grades 7 through 12 are mandated to shift to remote learning for the two weeks
following winter break, January 4 - 15, 2021.

Students in JK through Grade 6 will return to school on January 4; however, parents
will have the option to have children in Kindergarten to Grade 6 learn at home during this
period.
Minister Goertzen stated the aim is to "reduce the risk of transmission in schools while
minimizing the impact on kindergarten to Grade 6 students and their families."

Click here to see the full announcement released today by the Province.

What our families need to know:
•

At this time, Manitoba schools remain in Orange (Restricted) pandemic
response status.

•

Gray Away remote learning is ready to deploy for Grades 7-12.

•

A specific, detailed communication will be sent to all High School parents
regarding Gray Away remote learning for the two-week period.

•

Our High School principal and teachers will be speaking to their students in the
coming days to discuss this announcement, answer students' questions and talk
about what the two weeks will look like.
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•

JK students will continue to learn in school following winter break.

•

Students in Kindergarten through Grade 6 will continue to learn in school, with
the option of learning remotely from Jan. 4-15

•

Grade 7-12 students requiring in-person support from teachers and/or Student
Support Services will be permitted to continue learning in the school building.

•

Our staff advisory groups will be in place following the break to monitor and care
for the academic and emotional well-being of all our High School students
while they learn at home.

•

We will be reaching out to parents of K-Grade 6 students next week to determine
Gray Away needs for Elementary.

Continued vigilance
•

The partnership and vigilance that have helped keep our school community healthy
and safe are more important now than ever before.

•

As we approach our upcoming winter break, we expect all our families to continue
abiding by all Manitoba public health orders.

•

We will be advising all families of expectations over winter break to ensure
students, faculty and staff can return to a safe school environment in January.

Tomorrow morning, we will be participating in further meetings with the Department of
Education to hear more details. Our leadership, faculty and staff are continuing to plan for
these two weeks, with a focus on supporting the emotional and academic needs of
our students.

Thank you, once again, for your continued support and caring for each other. Together, we
will continue doing everything we can to keep our children well and keep them learning
as a community.

Sincerely,

Lori Binder
Head of School and CEO
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Appendix Y - Letter to Families –New
December 9, 2020
Your Child's Return to School after Winter Break
JK-Grade 6 to continue learning in school, with remote option for K-6
Response needed by 1 p.m. Sunday, December 13

Last week the Province announced that all Manitoba students in Grades 7 through 12 must
shift to remote learning for the two weeks following winter break, January 4-14*, 2021.

Gray Academy students in JK through Grade 6 will return to school on January 4;
however, parents have the option to have children in Kindergarten to Grade 6 learn at home
during this period.

* Please note: you will receive a detailed communication later this week regarding our moving of our January
25 In-service day to January 15 to maximize in-school days for all students.

Please let us know your plans
•

To help with our planning for the first weeks of the new year, we are asking all KGrade 6 parents to let us know whether their child(ren) will be at school or learning
from home Jan 4-15.

•

Please read this email fully and carefully to ensure you make an informed decision.

•

Your response is required by Sunday, December 13

What you need to know
•

Manitoba schools remain in Orange (Restricted) pandemic response status.

•

Gray Academy is not shifting to the full Gray Away program for Early Years and
Elementary (see details below).

•

JK students will continue to learn in school following winter break.

•

Following winter break, teachers and staff will be focused first on caring for children
who are present in the classroom.
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•

Parents choosing the remote option must provide support and supervision for daily
learning during the two-week period.

•

Choosing at-home learning during this this period means you are choosing that
option for the entire two weeks - families may not switch to in-class learning part way
through.

•

Barring any change in public health orders, it is expected that all students will return
to in-school learning on January 18.

Details of at-home learning
•

Resources and learning packages to be used for learning at home during the twoweek period will either be sent home before break or will be ready for pick up on Jan 4.

•

Feedback and assessment on student learning will take place when the student
returns to school with completed work.

•

K-Grade 2 students will be given specific times to join the class over Zoom during the
two weeks.

•

Grades 3-6 students will have at-home access to the classroom through Google Meet
during specific class times.

•

Should you have further questions about at-home learning in January, please reach
out to our Elementary Principal, Joyce Kerr.

The commitment we need from you
To support a positive and productive learning experience, our “Support for Learning While at
Home” protocols must be followed while students are online. These protocols include but are
not limited to:
•

Adult supervision is essential to support your child’s engagement and progress.

•

Students need a dedicated at-home workspace conducive to learning (they are not
permitted to access the classroom from bed, the floor, etc.).

•

Students must be dressed (uniforms are not required but students may not attend
class in pyjamas).

•

Students are expected to log in on time for scheduled classes.

•

When they log in, students are expected to be prepared with all materials/school
supplies required for the lesson.
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•

Camera must be on and the microphone set to mute at all times, unless the teacher
requests otherwise.

•

Active participation in the lesson is necessary.

•

Snacks and lunches must be limited to recess/break/lunch times or when the rest of
the class is having snack and/or lunch together

•

See Gray Academy’s Framework for Health and Safety pages 39-40 for additional
information.

Devices for Kindergarten-Grade 2 students
•

If you do not have a device at home, we have a limited number of Gray Academy
tablets that can be taken home to support remote learning for students in these grades.

•

If your Kindergarten-Grade 2 child(ren) need(s) a device for these two weeks, please
click here to let us know by Sunday, December 13.

Continued vigilance
•

The partnership and vigilance that have helped keep our school community healthy
and safe are more important now than ever before.

•

During winter break and after, we expect all families to continue abiding by
all Manitoba public health orders.

All families must click here and complete the form no later than 1 p.m. Sunday, December
13.

Thank you, once again, for your continued support and caring for each other. Together, we will
continue doing everything we can to keep our children well and keep them learning as a
community.

Sincerely,

Lori Binder
Head of School and CEO
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